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. money advances to




. power to expedite
development of projects . . 6(6)
. regulations made by 11
Loan
. guaranteed by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 2
Minister of Planning and
Development
. administration of Act by 9
. agreement with Minister of
Resources and Development
re joint projects 6(1)
Minister of Resources and
Development
. agreement with Minister of
Planning and Development
re joint projects 6(1)
M(Hieys
. required by Lieutenant-
Governor, paid out of
Consolidated Revenue Fund .7
Municipality
. assistance to corporations
in financing building
development 5
. contributions to moneys
required by Crown
under agreements 6(4)
. debentures issued by 5
National Housing Act (Canada)










. cost, refunded by Crown . . . 6(5)
Treasurer of Ontario




See Game and Fisheries Act
HUSBAND AND WIFE Sec.
See Adoption Act; Conveyanc-
ing and Law of Property Act;
Dependants' Relief Act; Des-
erted Wives' and Children's
Maintenance Act; Evidence
Act; Fatal Accidents Act; In-
fants Act; Marriage Act; Mar-
ried Women's Property Act;
Matrimonial Causes Act
HYDRANTS
5"^^ Local Improvement Act;
Municipal Act
HYDRAULIC POWER




Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Municipal Act;
Municipal Franchises Act;
Power Commission Act; Pow-
er Commission Insurance Act;
Public Service Works on
Highways Act; Public Utilities
Act; Public Utilities Corpora-
tions Act; Public Works Act;
Rural Hydro-Electric Distri-
bution Act; Rural Power Dis-
trict Loans Act; Rural Power








See Adoption Act; Children of
Unmarried Parents Act; Chil-
dren's Protection Act; Devolu-
tion of Estates Act; Legitima-
tion Act; Maternity Boarding
Houses Act; Vital Statistics
Act
IMPLIED COVENANTS
See Conveyancing and Law of






See Alberta Coal Sales Act;
Factors Act
IMPRISONMENT
Sec Interpretation Act; Refor-
matories Act
IMPROVEMENTS
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Local Improve-




Income Tax Act, Vol. 2, p. 48L
See also Income Tax Agreement
Act
Accommodation












fraud re 6(4) (a)
non-compliance with,
appeal struck out
re 33(2, 3)(a,/0, (4-5)
non-compliance with, re
discharge of liability 43(4)
proceeding under, efTcct of
error in 6(6)
proclamation of . 60
short title of 61
violation of, seizure of
books aiul records <>n 48(1) ((f)
wilful evasion of 53(1)(</)
penalty for 53(1)(/, <;)
prosecution for 53(2)
Actions
luattor dfcmed Im be. when 34(2)
Supreme Court, in practioe re 37
INCOME TAX Con. Sec.
Administration
. Act, of 39(1)
Administrators
distribution of jtroperty




of person making 57(10)
proof of documents, re 57(8)
proof of no appeal, re 57(9)
I)roof of non-compliance, re 57(6)
l)roof of service by mail, re 57(5)
proof of time of
compliance, re 57(7)
Age limit







withhold, not to, void 46(12)
Allegations
. contained in notice of appeal 32(3)
Allowances
travelling, of members of
appeal board 20(5)
Ambassador




withholding tax re 7(1)
Appeal—See also Appeal board
appearance on 25(1)
assessment, from, under
The Income Tax Act
(Canada) 26(2)
assessment valid, subject to . 6(6)
conunencement of 23(1)
costs on disposition of 24(2)
decision on, copy of to
Treasurer and appellant 26(3)
dctc/mination of 21(4)(a, &)
dismissal of 26( 1 )(<;), 33(4. 3 ). 34(4)
evidonce on, taken by
hearing officer 21(4)
hearing of 21(2)
hearing ofiicer api)oiiited for 20(6)
notice of objection, on 16
payment of tax ordered on,






. procedure on, determined
by chairman 25(4)
. reference of, to full board ...21(2)
. rules re practice on, by board . . .21
. Supreme Court, to .... 17(1), 32(1)
. Supreme Court, to,
disposal of 34(4) (a-J)
Appeal board—See also Members
of appeal board
age limit of members of 20(2)
appeal from decision of ....17(1)
. notice of 32(1)
. notice of security of
costs re 32(5)
appeal to, time of I6(a, b)
constitution of 19
cont/ol of employees of,
by registrar 27(3)
copy of notice of appeal to . .23(1)
court of record, as 25(3)
defined 31(&)
discretion of, re hearing
appeal in camera 25(2)
disposal of appeal by . .26(l)(a-d)
establishment of offices of . . .28(1)
evidence at hearing by 21(4)(a, fe)
expenses of 29
. provision for 30
hearing officers of 20(6)
evidence by 21(5)
jurisdiction of 26(2)
limitation of power of 26(2)
officers, of, appointment of . . 27(2)
power of, to summon
witnesses, etc 25(3)(a)
publication of decisions of . . .28(2)
quorum of 22(1)
reference of appeal to full . . .21(2)
rules made by 21
salaries of members of 20(4)
transmission of papers by
registrar of, on appeal to
Supreme Court 34(1)
. travelling allowances of
members of 20(5)
. vacancy in 20(3)
Appearance
. parties, of, on appeal 25(1)
Appellants
. appeal by, statement of
allegations in 32(3)
. appearance of, on appeal . . . .25(1)
. fee by, upon serving notice
of appeal 24(1)




. ex parte, for search 48(3)
The Income Tax Act (Canada)
of 3
. refimd, for 14(1)
. refund of withholding tax, for 46(7)
Appointment
. appeal board, of 19
. hearing officers of appeal
board, of 20(6)
. officers and servants, of, to
administer Act 39(2)
. registrar, of 27(1)
Assessment
. additional 6(4)
. deemed valid, notwithstanding
errors 6(6)
. defined 58(1)(&)
. documents relevant to, sent
to board on appeal 23(3)
. evidence relevant to,
regulations re 40(6)
. incomplete, liability not
affected by 6(3)
. information returns re,
regulations re 40(d)
. irregularities re directory
provisions, effect on 18
. notice of 6(2)
. . objection to 15(1)
. . payment of remainder on .10(1)
. payment of tax on behalf
of others on 11(1)
. . refund on mailing of 14(1)
. proof of no appeal from 57(9)
. reconsideration of, on
appeal 26(1) (rf)
. reconsideration of, on
objection 15(3)
. rules re 6
. vacating of 26(1)(6)
. vacating of, by Supreme
Court 34(4)(&)
. varying of 26(l)(c)
. varying of, by Supreme
Court 34(4)(c)
. withholding tax, of 46(10)
Assignee
. distribution of property by,
certificate re taxes before 11(2)
. returns by 4(3)
Assistant chairman of appeal board
. appointment of 19
defined 31 (o)
. evidence received by 21 (4)
. illness of 20(3)
748 Gi:NKkAL INDllX
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owner or manager, of, re
audit or examination ...48(l)(c)
witnesses, of, power of
appeal board re 23(3) (a^b)
Attorney-General
. prosecution for ofifence by . 53(2)
Auction
. property seized sold at 44(2)
Audit
. books and records, of ., .48(l)(a)
Avoidance
. payment, of, directions on . . . 10(2)
Barristers
. member of appeal
board, as 20(l)(fe)
Bearer coupon
. ownership certificate of,
before negotiated 49(1)




. penalty for 53(l)(/,<7)
. prosecution for 53(2)
audit and examination of 48(1) (a)
copies of, seized as evidence 48(5)
disposal of, written
permission for 47(3)
failure to keep adequate 47(2)
false entries in 53(1) (c)
. penalty for S3(l){f,g)
. prosecution for 53(2)
taxpayer required to keep . . .47(1)
Calculation
. interest on overpayment
of taxes, of 14(3) (a-e)
Camera, in
. hearing of appeal 25(2)
proceedings on appeal 36
Canadian Wheat Board
. participation certificates of,
re interest on increased tax 12(4)
Certificates
. amount due, of, registration
of 42(2)
amount payable under Act,
of, after default 42(1)
. application for, on cessation




outstanding taxes, re, before
distribution 11(2)
Treasurer, of, ro cvidiiicc 57(4)
Chairman of appeal board
appointment of . 19
approval of offices by 28(1)
defined 31(c)
direction by, for hearing
by fewer members 21(2)







. security for payment of
taxes, as 39(4)
Chattels






. appeal board, of,
appointment of 27(2)
Commissions
. withholding tax re 7(1)
Committee
. returns by 4(3)
Companies—See Corporation
Compliance
. Act, with 48(6)
. proof of time of 57(7)
Computation
. instalments of tax, of 1'2(3)
Confirmation
. assessment, of, on objection . 15(3)
Consent
. written submissions, to 25(1)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. expenses and salaries from . . 30
. fees retained in 24(3)
Constitution
. appeal board, of 19
Control




delegation of powers and






. notice by, to file return . A(l)(d)
. notice of appeal to 23(2)
. powers and duties of Deputy
Minister exercised by 3
. powers of, under Act 39(1)
. returns filed with 4(1)
. service of notice of appeal
to Supreme Court on 32(2)
Corporation
. defined 58(l)(<i)
. execution of documents by 51
. offences by 55
Costs
. debts to Crown, as 41
. disposition of appeal, on 24(2)
. payment of, on appeal 35
. registration of certificate
of amount due, of 42(3)
. security for, on appeal to
Supreme Court 32(4)
County court
. judge of, as member of
appeal board 20(1) (o)
Court—5"^^ also Supreme Court
. action in, when matter
deemed to be 34(2)
. defined 38
. order for payment of tax,
etc., by, on appeal 35
. powers of, to decrease penalty 56
Court of record
. appeal board as 25(3)
Criminal code
. information or complaint
under 57(4)
Crown
. provisions re withholding
tax applicable to 46(11)
Death
. partner, proprietor, of,
return re 4(4)
Debts




. returns of 4(1) (a)
Deceased proprietors
. return of 4(4)
Decisions
. appeal, on, copy to
Treasurer and appellant . . .26(3)



















fiscal period 58(1) (A)











tax payable by a taxpayer





. making returns, in,
penalties for 13(1)(2)
Delivery
ownership certificate, of 49(2)
Demand
. information, records, etc.,
for, by Treasurer .. .48(2) (a, 6)
. returns, for, by Treasurer . . . .4(2)
. returns, for, not required . . . 4(1)
Dependents
. regulations defining 40(A)
Deputy registrar
. appointment of 27(1)
. control of employees by 27(3)
Designated persons
returns by, on notice 4(l)(rf)
Directory provisions
. Act, of, error re appeals 18
Discharge





. appeal, of 26(1) (a)
. appeal to Supreme Court, of 33(4, 5)
. disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court by 34(4) (a)
Disposal
. appeal, of 26(1) (o-rf)
. appeal, of, to Supreme
Court 4(l)(a-rf)
. books and records, of,
an offence 53(1) (fc)
. books and records, of,
written permission for 47(3)
Distribution
. certificate of no outstanding
taxes before 11(2)
. property, of, without
certificate, liability for
unpaid taxes on 11(3)
District court
judge of, as member of
appeal board 20(1) (a)
Documents
copies of seized, as evidence 48(5)
copies of, sent to board
on appeal 23(3)
entry and search for 48(3)
examination of, re information
of tax payable 48(l)(o)
execution of, by corporation ... .51
production of, power of
appeal board re 25(3) (a)
proof of 57(8)





. appeal board, of, appointment
of 27(2)
Employers
. books and records of 47(1)
. return filed with 46(2)






. directory provision of Act,
in, effect of on appeal 18
Estate
defined 58(l)(g)
. returns by 4(1) (6)
INCOME TAX—Con. Sec.
Estimate
. tax, of 5
Evasion of tax
. penalties for 53(1) (rf)
Evidence
. appeal, on, taken by
hearing officer 21(4)
. compelling witnesses to
give 25(3)(t)
. copies of documents as 48(5)
. relevant to assessments,
regulations re 40(6)
. service by mail, of 57(5)
Ex parte
. application for search 48(3)
. disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court 33(5)
Examination
. returns, of, by Treasurer . . . 6(1)
Exceptions
. penalties, re 52(3)
Executors
. distribution of property by,
certificate re taxes before . .11(2)
Exemptions
. change in, regulations, re
assessment when 40(c)
. goods, of, from seizure 44(5)
Expenses
appeal board, of, provision
for 29,30
. hearing officer of appeal
board, of 20(6)
Extension
. time, of, for making return 39(3)
Failure to comply
. amendment of notice of
appeal for, in Supreme
Court 33(2)
. amendment of reply to
notice of appeal for,
in Supreme Court . 33(3) (a, t)
. dismissal of appeal to
Supreme Court for 33(4, 5)
proof of 57(6)
Farmers
tax payable by, time for . . .8(a,b)
Fees
directors', withholding tax, re 7(1)
. disposition of 24(3)
. disposition of appeal, on ... 24(2)
serving of notice of appeal,
upon 24(1)
Filing




. failure to deliver ownership
certificate for 49(2
. failure to file return, for ...52(1
. minimum, no less than 56
First charge




. tax payable by, time for . . . .8(a,b
Forms
. notice of appeal, of, to
Supreme Court 32(1
. return, of 4(1
Fraud
return, in, re-assessment on 6(4) (a
Garnishment
. amounts due to taxpayer
by others, of 43(1-4
Goods
. exempt from seizure 44(5
. perishable, exempt from
re seizure 44(3
. seizure of, on failure to
pay on demand 45(2
Hearing
appeals, of
. accommodation for 28(1
. attendance on 25(1
. camera, in 25(2
. two or more members
of board, by 21 (2
Hearing officers
. appointment of 20(6
powers of, re evidence ...21(4,5
High commissioner
. residence of 58(3) (c)(i
Illness
. member of appeal board, of 20(3
Imprisonment
minimum, no less than 56
. offences, for 53(2
Incapacity
member of appeal board, of 20(3
Income Tax Act (Canada)
appeal from assessment under 26(2
application of
definitions re 58(5
liability for tax under
rate of tax under '.
Income Tax Act (Ontario)
repeal of, saving 59(2
Incomplete assessment
. liability for tax not affected by 6(3
INCOME TAX—Con. Sec.
Incorrect assessment
. liability for tax not affected by 6(3)
Individual
. defined 58(l)(i)
. returns by 4(1) (c)
Information
. communication of, by
government employees,
penalties for 54
. failure to complete,
penalty for 13(3) (a, h)
. misrepresentation in, re
returns 6(4) (o)
Information or complaint
. authority to make not
questioned 57(1)
. jurisdiction to hear 57(3)
. two or more offences in 57(2)
Information returns
. penalty for failure to make 50
. regulations requiring 40(<f)
Inquiries
. authorization for, by
Treasurer 48(4)
. powers of person authorized
to make 48(7)
Instalments of tax
. computation of 12(3)
. interest on 12(2)
Interest
assessment of 6(1)
debts to Crown, as 41
general 12(1)
instalments, on 12(2)
overpayment of taxes, on .... 14(3)
payment of, order on appeal . .35
period, limitation on 12(5)
withholding tax, on, for
failure to remit 46(9)
Inventory
. annual, of taxpayer 47(1)
. defined 58(1)(/)
. examination of property re
accuracy 48(1) (6)
Irregularities
. assessment not vacated by
reason only of 18
Judge
- amendment of notice of
appeal by 33(2)
. amendment of reply to
notice of appeal by .33(3) (a, 6)
. approval of search by 48(3)
. member of appeal




. registered certificate of
amount due as 42(2)
Judicial notice
. orders and regulations
under Act, of 57(11)
Jurisdiction
information or complaint, re 57(3)
Liability for tax
. discharge of, on receipt
of withholding tax 46(13)
. incorrect assessment, eflfect on 6(3)
. non-residents, of 1(2)
. residents, of 1(1)
. taxpayer, of, discharge
by others of 43(2-4)
. unpaid taxes, for, on
distribution without
certificate 11(3)
. withholding tax, re, as a
first charge 46(6)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of appeal board by 19
. appointment of hearing
officers of appeal board by 20(6)
. appointment of officers and
servants by 39(2)
. appointment of registrar by 27(1)
. appointment re vacancy in
appeal board by .20(3)
. approval of rules of board by .21
. proclamation of Act by 60
. regulations under Act
made by 40(a-t)
. salaries of members of appeal
board determined by 20(4)
. travelling allowances of
members of appeal board
determined by 20(5)
Limitation
. interest, of, on instalments
of taxes 12(3)
. interest period, on 12(5)
. power of appeal board of . . .26(2)
. time, of, for prosecution ... 57(4)
Liquidators
. distribution of property by,
certificate re taxes before .11(2)
. returns by 4(3)
Magistrates
. jurisdiction of, re information
or complaints 57(3)
Members of appeal board—See also
Appeal board
. age limit of 20(2)
. appointment of 19
INCOME TAX—Con. Sec.
Members of appeal board—Con.
defined 31(d)
. illness of 20(3)
. qualifications of 20(1) (a-d)
. salaries of 20(4)
Minister
. Controller has powers of,
under Act 39(1)
defined 5B(l)(k)
. residence of 58(3) (c)(i)
Misrepresentation
return, in, re-assessment on 6(4) (a)
Mortgage
security for payment of
taxes, as 39(4)
Names of office
. assigning, regulations re 40(/)
Non-residents
defined 58(1)(/)
. liability for tax, of 1(2)
Notice
appeal, of
. facts not pleaded in 34(3)
reply to, re Supreme Court 33(1)
. service of 23(1,2)
. Supreme Court, to 32(1)
assessment, of 6(2)
. payment of remainder after 10(1)
. payment of tax on, on
behalf of others 11(1)
. refund on mailing of 14(1)
. withholding tax, re 46(10)
Controller, by, to file return 4(1) (rf)






. returns, for, not required . . . .4(1)
. sale, of, of property seized . .44(3)
security for costs, of,
to appeal board 32(5)
. aervice by mail of, proof of . .57(5)
. Treasurer, by, certificate
of failure to make payment
on 44(1)
Oath
. audit or examination on . .48(l)(f)
Objections
. assessment valid, subject to . 6(6)
. notice of, re assessment ...15(1)
service of 15(2)





. Act, under 52-55
conspiracy to omit 53(l)(c)
. penalty for 53(l)(/,<7)
. prosecution for 53(2)
failure to comply, of 52(2)
failure to file return, of,
penalty for 52(1)
one or more permissible
in information or complaint 57(2)
. prosecution for 53(2)
Office





appointment of .. 27(2), (39(2)
. assigning names of office
of, regulations re 40(/)
. corporation, of, ofTence by 55
. Canada, of, residence of 58(3) (c)(i)
Omission
directory provision of Act, in . . 18
Ontario Provincial Police
Department
. search by officer of 48(3)
Orders
. Act, under, judicial notice of 57(11)
Outstanding taxes
. certificate re, before
distribution of property . . . .11(2)
Overpajrment of tax
. application to other taxes of 14(2)
. defined 14(4)
. interest on 14(3)
Owners
. request for assistance from,
re audit or examination 48(1) (c)
return of surplus to, after
sale of property seized 44(4)
Ownership certificates
completion of, re bearer
coupon 49(1)
. delivery of 49(2)
. failure to complete, penalty
for 49(3)
Partner
. deceased, return of 4(4)
Payment of tax
. behalf of others, on 11(1)
. failure to make, seizure
of chattels on 44(1)
. immediate, on suspicion of
avoidance 10(2)
. order for, on appeal 35
INCOME TAX—Con. Sec.
Payment of tax—Con.
. other individuals, by 9(a, 6)
. remainder, of 7(2)
Penalties—See also Fines; Offences
additional, for failure to file
return 52(1)
. assessment of 6(1)
. communication of information
by government employees,
for 54
conviction of offence by
officer of corporation, on 55
court has no power to decrease 56
. debts to Crown, as 41
exemptions re 52(3)
. failure to complete
information for 13(3) (o, 6)
. failure to complete
ownership certificate, for . .49(3)
. failure to deliver ownership
certificate, for 49(2)
. failure to make return,
for 13(1, 2), 50
failure to remit withholding
tax, for 46(9)
. offences, for 53(l)(/,p)
. order for payment of, on appeal 35
Pensions
. withholding tax re 7(1)
Perishable property
. excepted from notice re
seizure 44(3)
Personal representatives
. deceased persons, of,
returns by 4(1) (a)
Practice
. rules re, on appeal 21
rules re, on appeal to
Supreme Court 37
Premises




. return of 4(1)
Presumptions





appeal, on, held m camera 36
. appeal to Supreme Court, of 17(2)




. books and records, of, in
court proceedings 48(1) (d)
. books, records, etc.,
demand for 48(2)
Proof
. documents, of 57(8)
. failure to comply, of 57(6)
. service by mail, of 57(5)
time of compliance, of 57(7)
Property
. defined 58(l)(o)
. examination of, re accuracy
of inventory 48(1) (6)
seized, kept at cost of owner 44(2)
Proprietor
. deceased, return of 4(4)
Prosecutions
. decreasing punishment on 56
. limitation of time for 57(4)
. oflFence, for 53(2)
Publication
. decisions of appeal board, of 28(2)
. notice of sale, of, of
property seized 44(3)
Public auction
property seized sold at 44(2)
Public Inquiries Act
. powers re inquiries under . . 48(7)
Public Service Act
. appointment of employees
of appeal board under . . . .27(2)
Qualifications
. members of appeal board,
of 20(l)(a-d)
Quorum
appeal board, of 22(1)
Re-assessment
. disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court by 34(4) (d)
. Treasurer by 6(4)
Reconsideration of assessment
. disposal of appeal by 26(1) (d)
. disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court by 38(4(d)
. objection, on 15(3)
Recovery
. costs of registration of
certificate of amount due, of 42(3)
. taxes due, of . . 41
Refunds
, overpayment of tax, of,
'by Treasurer 14(1)
. withholding tax, of 46(7)
INCOME TAX—Con. Sec,
Registered mail
. notice of appeal by 23(2
. notice of re-assessment by . . .15(3
. service of notice by, re
objection to assessment ...15(2
Registrar of appeal board
appointment of 27(1
control of employees by 27(3
copy of decision sent by . . . .26(3
decisions made available
for publication by 28(2
establishment of offices by . .28(1
expenses incurred by 29
. provision for 30
transmission of papers by . .34(1
Registration
. certificate of amount due, of 42(2
Regulations
. defined 58(1)(A
judicial notice of 57(11
. Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, by 40(a-«
. violation of, seizure of
books and records on . 48(1) (rf
Rehearsing
. appeal, of 21(4
Remainder of tax
. payable by farmer, etc B(b
. payable by other individuals . 9(b
. payment of 7(2
. payment of, by all taxpayers 10(1
Remuneration—See also Salaries
. hearing officers, of 20(6
. officers and servants of,
re administration of Act . .39(2
Reply
. notice of appeal, to 33(1
. . amendment of 33(3), (a, b
Reports
. members of appeal board, of 21(3
Resident
. defined 58(3)(a-c
. liability for tax 1(1
. regulations re certificate on
ceasing to be 40(^
Retiring allowances
. withholding tax re 7(1
Returns
. deceased partner or
proprietor, of 4(4
. deceased persons, of 4(1) (a
. demand for 4(2
. designated persons, by,
on notice 4(l)(d
. examination of, by Treasurer .6(1
GENERAL INDEX 755




. execution of, by corporation ... 51
. extension of time for making . 39(3)
. failure to file 52(1)
. failure to file, with employer 46(3)
. . penalty for 50
. failure to make, penalty for 13(1, 2)
filing of 4(1)
. individuals, by 4(1) (c)
. information, regulations re . . .40(J)
. proof of time of filing 57(7)
. taxpayer, by, filed with
employer 46(2)
. Treasurer not bound by 6(5)
. trustee, by 4(3)
trusts or estates, by 4(1)(6)
Rules
appeal board by 21
. assessment, re 6
. defined 31 (^)
. Supreme Court, of, re
appeal 11(2), 37
Salaries See also Remuneration
. members of appeal board, of 20(4)
. . provision for 30
. registrar, deputy registrar, of 27(1)
. withholding tax re 7(1)
Sale
. notice of, re property seized 44(3)
Search
. authorization for, by
Treasurer 48(3)
Seciirity
. payment of taxes, for,
forms of 39(4)
Security for costs
. taxpayer, by, on appeal
to Supreme Court 32(4)
. . notice of 32(5)
Seizure
books and records, of . . .48(l)(rf)
chattels of, on failure
to make payment 44(1)
. documents, etc., of, on search 48(3)
. goods exempt from 44(5)
. goods of, on failure to
pay on demand 45(2)
Sentences
. suspension of, no powers re 56
Servants
. appointment of, to
administer Act 39(2)
Service
. mail, by, proof of 57(5)
. notice of appeal, of 23(1,2)
Sec.
Service—Con.
. notice of appeal to Supreme
Court, of 32(1)
notice, of, of objection
to assessment 15(2)
reply to notice of appeal, of.
Supreme Court re 33(1)
Statement
allegations, of, in notice
of appeal to Supreme Court 32(3)
amendment of 33(2)
. false, in returns 53(l)(a)
Statutory declarations
. audit or examination, re . .48(1) (c)
Superannuation
. withholding tax, re 7(1)
Superior Cotort
. judge of, as member of
appeal board 20(1) (c)
Supreme Court
. amendment of notice of
appeal by 33(2)
amendment of reply to
notice of appeal to, by 33(3) (a, 6)
. appeals to
. . dismissal of 33(4, 5)
. . disposal of 34(4)
. . institution of 32(1)
procedure re 17(2)
. . rules of practice re 37
. registration of certificate
of amount due in 42(2)
Surplus







. tax payable for, rate of 2(1)





. appeal by, on notice of objection 16
. appeal to Supreme
Court by 34(1)(6)
. application for refund by 14(1)
. books and records of 47(1)
. defaulting or leaving
province 45(1, 2)
. defined 58(l)(g)
. estimate of tax by 5
. notice of objection to
assessment by 15(1)




. request of, re hearing of
appeal in camera 36
. return filed with employer by 46(2
. returns by, on demand 4(2
. security for costs by, on
appeal to Supreme Court .32(4
. service of notice of appeal to
Supreme Court on 32(1
Travelling allowances
members of appeal board, of 20(5
Treasurer
. acceptance of mortgage by,
as security for payment of
taxes 39(4
. amount due certified by,
after default 42(1
. appeal by 17(1
. appeal to Supreme Court
by, transmission of papers
on 34(l)(a
. appearance of, on appeal ....25(1
. assessment by 6
. assessment of withholding
tax by 46(10
. assessment referred back
to 26(l)(d
. authorization for inquiry by . .48(4
. authorization for search by . .48(3
. books and records kept at
place designated by 47(1
. certificate by, re distribution 11(2
. certificate for seizure,
issued by 44(1
. certificate of, re evidence . . . .57(4
. copies of diocuments certified
by 48(5
. copies of documents to board
by, on notice of appeal 23(3
. defined 58(l)(r
. delegation of powers of,
regulations re 40(^
. demand for return by 4(2
. direction for payment of
all taxes by 10(2
. duty of, to administer Act 39(1
. extension of time for return
by 39(3
. fee on appeal paid to 24(1
. garnishment by, of amounts
due to taxpayer 43(1-4
. information or complaint laid by 57
. notice by, of application of
overpayment to other taxes 14(2
. payment of remainder of tax to 7(2
. powers and duties of Minister
exercised by 3




of appeal to Supreme
Court by 34(4)(rf)
reconsideration of assessment
by, on objection 15(3)
. refund, by, of overpayment . 14(1)
. refund of withholding tax by 46(7)
remission of withholding tax to 7(1)
service of notice of objection
to assessment on 15(2)
service of notice of appeal on 23(1)
Treasury Department
. information or complaint laid
by officer of 57(1)
. search by officer of 48(3)
Trust
. defined 58(l)(j)
. returns by 4(1)(6)
Trustees






. appeal board, in 20(3)
Vacation of assessment
. disposal of appeal by ....26(1)(6)
. disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court by . . .34(4) (6)
. jurisdiction of board re 15(3), 26(2)
Varying of assessment
. disposal of appeal by 26(1) (f)
disposal of appeal to
Supreme Court by . . . .34(4)(c)
. jurisdiction of board re 15(3), 26(2)
Violation
. Act, of, seizure of books
and records on 48(1) (rf)
Wages
. withholding tax re 7(1)
Withholding tax
actions for, prohibited 46(1)




failure to remit, liability for 46(9)
kept separate 46(5)
liability to pay amount
equal to 46(6)







. attendance of, enforcement
of 25(3)(&)
Written submissions





Income Tax Agreement Act,
Vol. 2, p. 511.
See also Income Tax Act
Agent
. Minister of National
Revenue (Canada) as 2(1
Agreements
expenses re 2{2
. Province and Dominon,





Income Tax Act (Canada)
. employed or carrying on
business defined under 1(1
tax defined under 1(2
Income Tax Act (Ontario)




. authorization by, re expenses 2(2
Minister of Finance (Canada)
agreement with, re taxes ...1(1
Minister of National Revenue
(Canada)
. agent of Ontario, as 2(1
Residents
. tax based on 1(1
Taxes
. defined 1 (2
Treasurer of Ontario
. agreements with, re tax 1(1
INCORPORATION
See Companies Act; Interpreta-
tion Act
INCURABLE PERSONS
See Public Hospitals Act
INDECENT MATTER Sec.




See Highway Improvement Act
INDIANS
See Assessment Act; Election
Act; Game and Fisheries Act;
Highway Improvement Act;
Liquor Control Act; Mining
Act; Territorial Division Act;
Voters* Lists Act
INDIGENTS
See Cemeteries Act; Homes for
the Aged Act; Municipal Act;
Private Hospitals Act; Pub-
lic Health Act; Public Hos-
pitals Act; Sanatoria for Con-
sumptives Act
INDUSTRIAL AND MINING
Industrial and Mining Lands
Compensation Act,
Vol. 2, p. 513.
Agreement
compensation, re 1
. effect of 2
. . registration of 3




. payment of, under agreement,
effect 4
Lessee of land




agreement to compensate i
Registration









See Labour Relations Act
INDUSTRIAL
EXHIBITIONS




Vol. 2, p. 515.
See also Department of Reform
Institutions Act; Extramural
Employment of Persons under
Sentence Act; Female Refuges




. appointment of 6




bearing of expenses re 12(2)
sewerage systems, re 7(1)
Andrew Mercer Reformatory
. female prisoners transferred to 5(2)
Buildings
. plans, site for 2
. regulations re 9
By-laws
assent of electors for, not required 8
. passing of 7(1)
Cities
agreement re sewerage
system made with 7(1)
. by-laws passed by 7(1)
. expenses borne by 12(1)
. industrial farm established by 1(1)
. salaries paid by 6
Clerks
. appointment of 6
Contracts
. supply of heat, electricity,
etc., for 7 {2)
Council—See Cities; Coimties
Counties
. agreement re sewerage
. system made with 7(1)
. by-laws passed by 7(1)
. expenses borne by 12(1)
. industrial farm established by 1(1)
. salaries paid by 6
Discipline





. assent of, re by-laws 8
Electricity
contracts re supply of 7 {2)
Employees
. appointment of 6
. salary of 12(1)
Employment
. beyond precincts, regulations
re 11(1)
Engineers
. appointment of 6
Expenses
. appointment of 12(1)
Female prisoners
. transfer of 5(2)
Fire protection
. contracts for 7 {2)
Guards
. appointment of 6
Heat
. contract re supply of 7 {2)
Highways
right to work upon 7{2))
Hydro-Electric Commission
contracts made with 7 {2)
Industrial farms
. appointment of officers,
employees of 6
approval of site, plans for 2
cost of maintenance of 12(1)
declared a common jail 3(1)
establishment of 1(1)
. two or more cities, counties, by 4
maintenance of 1(1), 4
regulations re 9
works carried out by 7(3)
Jail
. industrial farm declared as .3(1)
. conditions precedent to 3(2)
Jails Act
. application of 3(1)
Lands
right to work upon 7 {3)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointments by 6
employment of prisoners
authorized by 11(1)
. industrial farm declared jail by 3(1)
. . conditions precedent to ... .3(2)
industrial farm established by 1(2)
plans, site of industrial
farm approved by 2






. building used for 3(3)
. cost of maintenance of 3(3)
Machinery
. regulations re 9
Maintenance
. industrial farm, of, cost of .12(1)
Materials
. regulations re buying of 10
Mimicipal Act
. application of 7(3), 12(2)
0£Bcers
. appointment of 6
. monthly report sent to 13
. report on plans, site made by .2
. salary of 12(1)
. warrant of, for transfer
of prisoners 5
Order
. declar'ng industrial farm a jail 3(1)
. conditions precedent to . . . .3(2)
Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act
. application
of 2, 3(2), 4. 5(1), 6, 9, 13
Pipes
. laying of 7(3)
Plans




contracts re supply of 7{2)
Prisoners
. monthly report on 13
. regulations re emplo3rment
of 11(2)
. regulations re work of 10
. transferred to industrial farms 5(1)
. transferred to jails 5(2)
Province
. costs borne by, when 12(3)
Regulations
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 9
Report
. monthly, made by superintendent 13
. site, plans, of, made by officer . . .2
Rules
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 9
Salaries









. industrial farm, of, approved 2
Steward
. appointment of 6
Superintendent
. appointment of 6
. monthly report of 13
. salary of 12(1)
Trades
. reg^ulations re work at 10
Warrant
. transfer of prisoners, for 5
Water
. contracts for supply of 7(2)
Work
. prisoners, of, regulations re ... 10
Works
. carried out by industrial farm 7(3)
INDUSTRIAL REFUGES
See Female Refuges Act; Indus-
trial Farms Act; Penal and
Reform Institutions Inspec-
tion Act; Reformatories Act
INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS
See Labour Relations Act
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS
See Reformatories Act; Training









Vol. 2, p. 519.
See also Apprenticeship Act;
Department of Labour Act;
'Factory, Shop and Office
'Building Act; Government





Act; Master and Servant Act;




. appeals from S(ft)
. chairman of 13(1)
. establishment of 13(1)
. estimate of receipts, etc.,
furnished by 5(e) (ii)
. jurisdiction of 13(1)
. members of 13(1)
. right of appeal from 13(2)
. wage rates set by 7(l)(k)
Agriculture
exempt under Act 17
Appeal
. board to 5(fc), 13(2)
Apprentices
. wage rates of 16(3)
Apprenticeship Act
. application of 16(3)
Art
. charge for, set by schedule 7(1) (/)
Assessment
. employees, employers, of 5(^)(ii)





. advisory committee's reports
certified by 5(e) (ii)
Board
. appeal to 13(2)
. consent of, for prosecution . 14(3)
. jurisdiction over employers 11
. powers of 5
Books
. inspection of 11 (b)
Business
. exempt under Act 17
Conferences
. convened by officer 6





. association of employees ....1(a)
. Board 1(b)








. retail gasoline service industry
. . interpretation 18(1)
. schedule in 7(1) (p)
. wages Kg)
Department of Labour Act
. application of 1(6)
Employees
. Board's jurisdiction over 11
. classified by schedule 7(1) (/)
. conferences of 6
. particulars of, furnished
to Board 11(a)
. persons deemed as 10
. right of appeal of 13(2)
. schedule contravened by,
penalty 12(2)
Employers
classified by schedule 7(1) (/)
conferences of 6
defined 1(c)
persons deemed as 10
right of appeal of 13(2)
schedule contravened by,
penalty 14(1)
schedules posted by .9
Expenses
estimates of, furnished by
advisory committee S(«)(ii)
Factory, Shop and Office Building
Act







Hours of Work and Vacation with
Pay Act




. exempt under Act 17
Information
. furnished by employers 11
Inquiries
. officers' powers re 3
Interprovincially competitive
industry
Board's power re 5(*)
employees of, assessed ....7(1)(/)
employers of, assessed ....7(1)(/)
schedule of hours for 4(3')







labour conditions, etc., of 6
officers' powers re 3
Labour
investigation of 6
. particulars of, furnished
to Board 11(a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. amendment of schedules
approved by 5(c)
. approval of schedules
recommended by 8
. officers' appointed by 2
regulations made by 12
Master and Servant Act
application of 16(1)
Mining






. defined 1 (*)
. report of conference
submitted to . 7(1)
. schedules revised by 7(2)
. zones designated by 4(1)
Offences—See Penalties
Officer
. appointment of 2
. conference convened by 6
. defined 1(f)




. permit for 7(l)(i)





. contravention of Act 15
. contravention of regulations ... 15
. contravention of schedules 14(1,2)
. paid to Board 14(3)
Permit
overtime work for 7(1) (j)
Prosecution
Board's consent for 14(3)
Public and Other Works
Wages Act




. application of 3
Receipts
estimates of, furnished by
. advisory committee 5(e) (ii)
Records
. inspection of 11(6)
Registers
. inspection of 11(6)
Reg^ations
contravention of, penalty 15
. enforced by Board 5(a)







Retail gasoline service industry
defined 18(1)
. exempt under Act 18(2)
Revenue
. collected from employees 5(e) (i)
. collected from employers 5(e)(i)
Schedules
. amended by Board 5(c)
. approved by Minister 8
. conference, of, matters dealt
with by 7(1)
. contravention of, penalties 14(1,2)
. enforced by Board 5(a)
posting of 9
retail gasoline industry
not subject to 18(2)
. revised by Minister 7(2)
Service
. charge for, set by schedule 7(l)(y)
Wages
defined 1(g)
. employees', collected by Board 5(d)
. minimum rates of 16(2)
. particulars of, furnished
to Board 11(a)
. rate of, established by
schedule 7(l)(c,e)
rates set by advisory
committee 7(l)(k)
. schedule of, approved 8
. schedule of, revised 7(2)
. rates for apprentices 16(3)
Wages Act





. application of 16(1)
Work
. charge for, set by schedule 7(l)(})
Working days
. established by schedule 7il)(a,d)
. maximum number of 16(2)
. particulars of, furnished
to Board 11(a)
. schedule of, approved 8
. schedule of, revised 7(2)
Working hours
. maximum number of 16(2)
. schedule of, revised 7(2)
Working week
established by schedule . . . .7(1)(&)
Zones
. advisory committee for 13(1)
. designation of 4(1)
. enlargement of area of 4(2)
. interprovincially competitive z
industry, for 4(3)
. redudtion of area of 4(2)
INDUSTRIES
See Apprenticeship Act; Depart-
ment of Labour Act; Factory,






See Apprenticeship Act; Depart-
ment of Labour Act; Factory,
Shop and Office Building Act;
Hours of Work and Vacations
with Pay Act; Industrial Stan-
dards Act; Minimum Wage
Act
INFANTS
Infants Act, Vol. 2, p. 527.
See also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Adoption Act;
Apprenticeship Act; Auxiliary
Classes Act; Change of Name
Act; Children of Unmarried
Parents Act; Children's Main-
tenance Act; Children's Pro-
tection Act; Dependants' Re-
lief Act; Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act;
Devolution of Estates Act;
INFANTS—Con. Sec.
High Schools Act; Juvenile
and Family Courts Act; Land
Titles Act; Liquor (Control
Act; Maternity Boarding
Houses Act; Minors' Protec-
tion Act; Public Schools Act;
Sale of Goods Act; School
Attendance Act; Separate
Schools Act; Settled Estates
Act; Statute of Frauds; Sur-
rogate Courts Act; Trustee
Act; Wills Act; Workmen's
Compensation Act
Access
orders re, by parents 1(1)
Age
, death under 14
. limitations re marriage
settlements, etc 15
Agreement
. custody, re 2(2)
Appeal








. guardian, of 17
Compensation
dower rights, etc., re 10
Companies Act
. guardian's security under 17
Consent
. assignment of lease, re 9
appointment of guardians, re ... 16
Conveyances




. agreement re 2(2)
. equity prevailing re 3
. guardian's authority for 20
. orders re 1(1)
. parents equally entitled to . . .2(1)
. Supreme Court proceedings re 1(2)
Disentailment
. death after execution of 14
Disposition







. lease, of, validity of 7
. real estate, of 4
Dividends
. maintenance from 12(1)
Dower




court order, of 1 (4)
Equity
. rules of, to prevail 3
Exchange
real estate, of 4(3,4)
Fathers—See also Parents
. liability re maintenance 1(3)
Guarantee Companies Securities Act
guardian bonded under 17
Giiardians
appointment of 16















. real estate, of, orders re .4(1,2)
. surrender of 5
validity of disposition of 7
Maintenance
. order re 1 (3)







application, of, re marriage
settlement 13(3)
Orders
access to infants, re 1(1)




. dividends from 12(1)
. power of appointment, under.. 11
INFANTS—Con. Sec
Orders—Con.
. Supreme Court, re proceedings 1(2)
. surrogate court, appeals from . . .21
Parents
. access to infant, order re 1(1)
. consent to appointment of
guardians 16(1)
. joint guardians, as 2(1)
Personal estate
. guardian's management of 20
Power of appointment
death after execution of 14
. maintenance order re 11
Proceedings
removal to Supreme Court, for 1(2)
Real estate
. disposition of 4
. dower rights in 10
. guardian's management of 20
Religion
. education in 24
Removal
. guardians, of 18(1)
. proceedings into Supreme
Court 1(2)
Resignation
. guardian, by 18(2)
Returns
. gn^ardians, re 19
Rules
. equity, of, to prevail 3
Sale
. real estate, of, order re ...4(1,2)




. dividends for maintenance ...12(1)
Substitutes
. conveyance by, ordered by court 8
Supreme Court
assignment of lease, consent re . .9
dividends applied for
maintenance by 12(1)
guardians removed by 18(1)
jurisdiction of 1(1, 2), 23





proceedings removed into .1(2)




. lease, of 5,7
Surrogate court
. appeal from 21
. guardian appointed by' 16
. orders re custody, etc., by 1
. procedure in 22
. returns re guardians in 19
Surrogate Courts Act
. procedure under 22
. returns re guardians under 19
Ward
. guardian's authority to act for 20
INFANTS' HOMES








See Succession Duty Act
INJURED ANIMALS
Injured Animals Act,
Vol. 2, p. 535.
See also Dog Tax and Live
Stock Protection Act; Pro-
tection of Cattle Act
Animals
. injured by train 3
. method of killing 1
Certificate




. duties of 1,2
Horse
. injured 1
. . abandoned, when 2
. train, by 3
Humane society
. inspector of—see Inspector of
humane society
Inspector of humane society
. duties of 1,2
Killing of animals




. consent of, to kill animals 1
. . refused, when 2
Statement
. two citizens, of 1
Station agent
. duty of 3
Trains
. animals injured by 3
Veterinary surgeon
. certificate of 1
INNKEEPERS
Innkeepers Act, Vol. 2, p. 537.
Act
section 3 of, to be posted 5
Advertisement
. sale of baggage, of 2(2-4)
. . payment of 2(4)
. sale of horses, carriages, of 2(6, 7)
payment of 2(8)
Application
magistrate to, re recovery





. lien on 2(1)
. sale of 2(2)
notice of 2(3)







. lien on 2(5-8)
Complaint
. laid before magistrate 6(3)
Custody of goods
, magistrate's order re 6(2)
. receptacle for 3(2)
. refused by innkeeper, where 4
. sealing as condition for 3(2)
Definitions
. inn 1(a)
. innkeeper 1 (b)
Goods
—
See Custody of goods
Guest
. application by, to recover
goods 6(2, 5)
baggage, property of
. . lien on 2(1)
. . sale of 2(2-4)




particulars re, in advertisement
of sale 2{3,7)
power to sell goods of 2(2, 6)
Horses




custody of goods refused
by, where 4
. defined 1(5)
. liability of 3
section 3 of Act to be posted by 5
Liability
. innkeeper, of 3
Lien
baggage on 2(1)
. carriages, on 2(5)
. horses, on 2(5)









complaint laid before 6(3)
. discretion of 6(4)
jurisdiction of 6(2)
. order by, re recovery of
goods 6{,2, 5)
Negligence
- liability for 3
Newspaper
notice of sale published in 2(2, 7)
Order
magistrate, of 6(2, 5)
Penalties
contravention of Act, for 6(3)
Proceeds of sale
application of 2(4, 8)
Property—See Custody of goods
Public auction
. sale by
. baggage of 2(2)
. horses, carriages, of 2(6)
Rooms
section 3 of Act to be posted in 5
Sale of baggage
. notice of, published 2(2)
. . particulars in 2(3)
. proceeds of 2(4)
INNKEEPERS—Co«. Sec.
Sale of horses, carriages
. notice of, published 2(6)
. . particulars in 2(7)
. proceeds of 2(8)
Summary Convictions Act
application of 6(3)
Surplus—See Proceeds of sale
Tender






See Coroners Act; Maternity
Boarding Houses Act; Mining
Act
INQUIRIES
See Coroners Act; Crown Ad-
ministration of Estates Act;
Department of Labour Act;
Legislative Assembly Act;
Municipal Act; Ontario Muni-
cipal Board Act; Penal and
Reform Institutions Inspec-
tion Act; Public Inquiries Act;




See Mental Hospitals Act; Men-
tal Incompetency Act; Psychi-
atric Hospital Act
INSECTS









See Division Courts Act; Judi-
cature Act; Land Titles Act;
Law Stamps Act; Magistrates
Act; Public Officers' Fees Act;










See Public Accountancy Act
INSTITUTIONS
See Andrew Mercer Reforma-
tory Act; 'Charitable Institu-
tions Department of Reform
Institutions Act; Female Re-
fuges Act; Homes for the
Aged Act; Industrial Farms
Act; Jails Act; Mental Hos-
pitals Act; Penal and Reform
Institutions Inspection Act;
Private Hospitals Act; Private
Sanitaria Act; Psychiatric
Hospitals Act; Public Hos-
pitals Act; Reformatories Act;
Sanatoria for Consumptives
Act; Training Schools Act
INSTITUTIONS OF
LEARNING
See Public Health Act; Schools
INSTRUMENTS
See Custody of Documents Act;
Investment Contracts Act;
Land Titles Act; Mortgages
Act; Mortgage Tax Act;
Registry Act; Short Forms of
Mortgages Act; Trustee Act;
Vendors and Purchasers Act
INSURANCE
Insurance Act, Vol. 2, p. 541.
See also Companies Act; Cor-
porations Tax Act; Extra-pro-
vincial Corporations Act; Fac-
tory, Shop and Office Building
Act; Fire Marshals Act; High-
way Traffic Act; Investment
Contracts Act; Judicature Act;
Landlord and Tenant Act;
Marine Insurance Act; Mort-
gages Act; Power Commission






. fire insurance, re statutory
conditions 108
Abstinence
. condition re, for society
membership 249(2)
Accident and sickness insurance
. Act inapplicable to, when . . . .87(a)
. action for premium of 219(2)
. application of 218(1, 3, 5)
. . exceptions 219(2, 4)
. contents of policy of 220(1)
. delivery of policy, effect . . . .219(1)
. policy of
. . use of red ink in 225
. premium unpaid, voidable
where 219(3)
. renewal of contract of ... .220(2)
. special cases 222
. statutory conditions of 221
. . notice re 223
. . relief from forfeiture under. .226
. variations 224
Accident benefits
. basis of valuation of 78(6)
Accident insurance
. defined 1 U 1
Accountant
. appointment of 12(X)
. expenses of 72(3)
Accounts
. passed before master 69, 71
. Superintendent's access to ...59(2)
Actions
. consolidation of 94(1)
. division court, in, requisite for 127
. fire insurance, re, statutory
conditions 108
. infants, on behalf of 94(2)
. leave of Superintendent for .7(3)
. recovery of fees, penalties, for 7{2')
. . leave for 7(3)
. service of notice for
. . head office outside
Ontario, where 17(1)
. Superintendent, against 7(1)
. time for bringing of 97(1)
Actuary
. appointed by society 252(2)
. association's valuation
certified by 273
. declaration of, not furnished
by society 25601)
. defined 236






. rates of contribution by
society approved by 262
. valuation of society by ... .256(3)
. values surrendered by society
approved by 265
Address





. application, for 297(2)
. issue of 297(1)
. renewal of 297(4)








. defined 131 f 1
. preferred beneficiary, as ... 158(2)
. relationship of, to beneficiaries 167
Adopting parent
. defined 13H2
. preferred beneficiary, as . . . .158(2)
. relationship of, to children .... 167
Affidavits
. required by Superintendent 4
Age
. affecting group life insurance 144
. misstatement of, effect 143
Agency
. broker's licence not
to import 291 (7)
. fire insurance, re, statutory
conditions 108
Agents
access to books, etc., of 14
authority 290(13)
automobile insurance, for
. persons forbidden to act as 194(2)
balances owing by, not assets 74(7)
defined 1 H 3
duty to assist in inspection 16(3)
fraud re premiums by 295
liable re unlawful contracts . .296
licence required by 21(3)
licensing of 290
notice of appointment of . . . .290(4)
payment of commission
by, forbidden 98




. premiums, for 294(1)
. premiums held in trust by 302
. resident of Ontario, contracts
to be signed by 100
. statement of, re creditors,
outstanding contracts 59(1)
Agreements
driver's policy, in 209
owner's, driver's policy, in ....209
owner's policy, in 209




. cash payment on application
for insurance for 117
. defined 103(1)
. rate of premium note for 116
Aircraft
. insurance against damage by ... .27




. insurers, of 317(2)
American Men Ultimate Table of
Mortality
. use of 78(1,8)
Annual report
. prepared by Superintendent .... 18
Annual statement
. income and losses, of ....72(4), 74
. . Dominion licensees, by .... 74'(2)
. insurers, of, corrected 18(3)
. items shown in 75(7)
. mutual benefit society, of 271
. publication of, forbidden, when . . 75
. society by 267
. verification of 74(3)
Annuities
. issue of 26
Annuity contracts
. basis of valuation of 78(7)
Appeal
. defined 1 fl^ 5
. Minister, to, re suspension,
etc., of licence 306
. order adjusting premium
rates, from 313(2)
. order of Superintendent, from . . .65
Applicant





Act, of, to Dominion licensees 40(2)
Act, of, to Lloyds 40(4)
Act, of, to marine insurance . .40(3)
adjuster's licence for 297
agreement for reinsurance, re 323




driver's policy, for 194(3)
insurance as premium note
plan, for 118
insured, of, evidence, as 89(4)
life insurance, for
. copy of, furnished by insurer 148
misrepresentation in 140
. misstatement of age in 143
reinstatement of lapsed
contracts, for 147(2)
. share in proceeds of deposit, to 53
Application for licence
appeal from 12
documents filed for 30
notice of, published 29
statement of incorporation
expenses required for 31(1)
payments on, limited 31(2)
Superintendent's decision on. 11(1)
. copy of 11(2)




further deposit of 42
securities substituted for 43
title to, vested in Minister . .42(5)
value at which received 42
Arbitration
. fire insurance, re statutory
conditions 108
Assessment
. amount of, fixed 119(3)
. default re payment of,
penalty 120(1)
. division court action upon .... 127
. evidence re, in action for
recovery of 120(3)
. liability of insured re 120(2)
. payment of, on expiration
of insurance 122
. premium note of 119
. premium notes subject to ..115(1)




. special, for epidemics
by societies 259
. time due 119(2)
Assets
insufficient, report of 37(1)
investments allowed as 18(2)
Items not shown as 74(7)
society, of, insuflicient 253(1)
society, of, report re 253(1)
valuation of 16(5)
Assignee
. contract of life insurance,






. application of Act to 272{2)
. licensing of 272(1)
. valuation of, filed 273
Attorney
defined 274(o)
exchange of insurance by . . .277(1)
forbidden to act, when ...286(1)
. penalty 286(2)
licence of, revoked 287(1)
payment of annual tax by ...288
statement re exchange filed by 282
Attorney-General
fiat of, for action 7(1)
. notice of appeal re premium
rates served on 313(3)
Audit
. books, records of 72(2)
expenses of 72(3)
Automobile
. defined 1116, 192(0)
. fire insurance on 105(2)
. insured by fire policy 193(2)
Automobile insurance
application for 194
application of Act to 193(3)
condition of licence to carry on 25
conditions not part of 198
de^fined \^7, 192(fc)
excepted under Act . .89(7), 104(2)
exchange guarantee
fund for 283(4-6)
misrepresentation in policy of 200
particulars in policy of ... .196(1)
policy of
. approved by Superintendent . .199
. mailed to insured 196(3)
. payment of 202






premium rates re, adjusted ....313
. requisites re, for licensing
exchange 280(6)
. statutory conditions of 197
. . relief from forfeiture, under 201
. subrogation of insurer under . . .204
. term of, in policy 196(1)
. waiver of conditions of 203
Balance sheet






. action in own name by 97(2)
. classes of 158
. contingent, consent of, for
assignment not required ...174
. contract assigned for
debts of 173(4)
defined Iir8, 131(3)
. designation of 161
equality between 162
. husband disentitled as 170
. particulars re, in fire
insurance policy 107
particulars re, in life
insurance policy 136(2)
. particulars re, in policy 92
. payment of insurance
money to 161 (2)
payment to, when domiciled
abroad 94(4)
. wife disentitled as 170
Beneficiary for value
declaration appointing,
filed 161 (4, 5)
. persons who are 158(1)
. rights of 159
. vested rights of 164(3)
Board
licensing of agents, for ...290(9)
Boiler
. insurance on, excepted,
where 110(5)
Boiler and machinery insurance
. defined 1J9
Bonds
petition for authorization of .... 19
Bonuses
group life insurance from,
disposal of 172(2)
Books
abstracts of, prepared 16(5)
INSURANCE—Con. Sec.
Books—Con.
. access to 14
. produced for inspection 16(4)
. production of 4
. Superintendent's access to . .59(2)
Branches
. society, of 242(1)
British Offices' Life Tables
. use of 78(0,143(2)
British Offices' Select Life Annuity
Tables
. valuation of annuity
contracts, for 78(7)
Broker
access to books, etc.. of 14
defined 1 V 10
fraud re premiums by 295




premiums held in trust by . . . .302
Burden of proof
. licence, of 85(4)
By-laws
. insurer, of, filed with
Superintendent 30(1) (a)
. society, of 243
Cash-mutual fire insiurance
corporation
application of Act to 114
defined 1 ^f H
excepted under Act, where . .117(6)
execution against 130(1)
licences granted to 23(1) (c)
. restrictions on 28(2)
Cash payments
default re, penalty for 120(1)
insurance on agricultural
property, for 117
. application of 119
liability of insured re 120(2)
payment of, on expiration
of insurance 122
premium notes on 115(1)
retained out of insurance
money, when 123
Cash plan
. power to insure on 129
Cash surrender value
life insurance policy, in . . 136(3)
Certificates
. assignee of contract of
life insurance, of 173(4)







. group life insurance, for . . . 136(6)
. new, members of society for 256(2)





. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 109
Cheque




. notice of place of, filed
with Superintendent . . . .30(1) (c)
Child
. defined 131(4)
. insurable interest on life of 152(a)
Children—5"^^ also Minors
. insured by society 257
. meaning of, in declaration
policy 166
. preferred beneficiaries as ...158(2)
. restriction on insurance on
lives of 156
Civil disturbances
. insurance against damage by ... .27
Claims
. accruing within 30 days of
administration order 62
. advertisement for 48(2)
. allowed by Superintendent . . .6i{,2))
. appeal of order re 65
. barring of 66(5)
. consolidation of actions for 94(1)
. disallowed by Superintendent 63(3)
. disputed, hearing of 66(4)
. disputed, notice of given
to Superintendent 34
. disputed, reserve for 68
. failure to pay, effect of 35(1)
. filed by creditors 58
. indemnity, for, effect of
violation of law on 84
. paid, record of 72(1)
. record of evidence, etc., of . 64(2)
. . record of 8(1) (&)
. . inspection of 8(2)




. attendance of, to prove claim 63(3)
. general creditors as 70(2)
. notice to, where proof required 6Z





. rate of dividend payable to . .69(3)
. represented by council 64(1)
. rights of, against insurer 93
. schedule of, prepared
by Superintendent 66
Codicil
. included in will 131 ^ 21
Co-insurance clause
. fire insurance policy, in ...109(1)
Collector
. licence for, not required . .290(15)
Commission
. payment of, to mortgagee
forbidden 98
. application of 18(2), 31, 32, 77,
238, 240, 284
Compensation
. payment of, to unlicensed
persons prohibited 303
Conditions
. contract, of, set out in policy 89(1)
. exception 89(2)
Contracts See also Policies
. assigned for debts of
beneficiary 173(4)
. deemed to be undertaking
in Ontario 20(2), 88, 134
. defined
. . automobile insurance, re . . 192(c)
. . fire insurance, re 103(2)
. . general 131 (5)
. . reciprocal deposits, re 46(1)
. erroneous statement in
application for 89(5)
. exchange of 275
. fraternal societies, of—see
Fraternal societies
. group life insurance, of—see
Group life insurance
. guarantee insurance, of—see
Guarantee insurance
. imperfections do not
invalidate 91(2)
. inconsistent with Act, forbidden 91
. information re, furnished
to Superintendent 15
. inquiry re 13
. lapse of—see Lapsed contract
. life insurance, of, valuation 78
. must be self-supporting ...78(5)
. outstanding
. . liability as 74(6)
. . order for administration
of deposit, when 54(2)
. . return of securities where 45(3, 4)




. period of grace for, in
effect during 146(5)
. period of grace set by, where 146(6)
. question of materiality re . . .89(6)
. renewal receipt, of 89(3)
. secured by deposits 52
. signed by resident agent,
when 100(1)
. . exception 100(2)
. terms of, set out in policy .89(1)
. . exception 89(2)
. title insurance, of 99
. unlawful, agent, broker,
liable for 296
. voidable when premium
unpaid 95(3)
Contracts of life insurance
. application of Act to 132
. assigned to insured 160
. beneficiaries designated by ..161(1)
. borrowing on 171
consent of beneficiary for
surrender of 173(1)
. deemed made in Ontario ...134'(1)
. defined 131(5)
. disposal of surplus, profits
from 172(2)
. evidenced by policy 135
. fraternal society, of 139(3)
. kept in force by
profits, surplus 172(3)
. meaning of heirs, etc., in ..149(1)
. misrepresentation re 140
. money held by insurer
after maturity of 176
. power of insured to deal
with 161(1)
. surrender of, consent of
contingent beneficiary not
needed for 171, 174
. surrendered for maintenance
of minor 173(3)
. time of going into eflFect 145
. void where no insurable interest 153
. voided by suicide 147(3)
Corporations
. fraternal societies, not
deemed 240(1)
. insurable interest in life of
employee of 152(^)
. licences issued to 3(X)
. verification of annual
statement of 74(3)
Costs
counsel, of, payment 64(2)
INSURANCE—Con. Sec.
Coimsel
. claimants represented by 64(1)
Court
. appeal to 12
. apportionment of insurance
money by 94(2)
. beneficiary permitted to
commute insurance
money by 175(2)(6)
. defined ....131 If 6
. division, requisite for action in 127
. insurance money paid
into, when 102
. order of, re maintenance
of minors 173(3)
. question of materiality
decided by 89(6)
. relief from forfeiture granted by 112
Credit insurance
. defined H 14
Creditor
. claims filed by 58
. holding security in another
province 61
. insurance money not subject
to claims of, when 164
. proceeds of deposit shared by ..54
. secured by deposits 52
. statement of persons
ranking as 59(1)
Creditor's group life insurance
. defined 131^7
Crown
. real estate forfeited to 77(4)
Debts
. beneficiary, of, contract
assigned for 173(4)
Declarations
. alternative beneficiary named in 168
. beneficiaries appointed by .... 161
. defined 131 If 8
. life income directed by .... 164(2)
. meaning of husband, wife,
children, in 166
Definitions
. accident insurance 1 f 1
. actuary 236
. adjuster If2
. adopted child 131 f 1
. adopting parent 131 f 2
. agent If3
. agricultural property 103 f 1
. aircraft insurance If4
. appeal If5
. approved securities 40(5)







. automobile 1 H 6, 192(a)
. automobile insurance . . 1 H 7, 192(a)
. beneficiary 1 1[ 8, 131 H 3
. boiler and machinery insurance 1 H 9
. broker 1 H 10
. cash-mutual corporation .... 1 H 11
. chief agency 1 H 12
. child 131114
. contract 1 H 13, 46(1), 103 ^ 2,
131 H 5. 192(0
)
. contract of life insurance 131 ^ 5
. court 131 if 6
. credit insurance 1 H 14
. creditor's group life
insurance 131 ^ 7
. declaration 131 jl 8
. Department 1 H 15
. disability insurance 1 If 16
. double indemnity insurance 1 H 17
. driver's policy '192(d)
. due application 1 H 18
. employer's liability insurance 1 If 19
. endowment insurance 1 If 20
. exchange 1^21
. father 131 If 18
. fire insurance 1 If 23
. fixed dates 248(2)
. foreign jurisdiction .. 1 If 22, 131 If 9
. fraternal society 1 ^ 24, 131 If 10
. governing executive authority 1 If 25
. group life insurance 131 H 11
. guarantee insurance 1 If 26
. hail insurance 1 If 27
. head office 11f28
. industrial contract 1 If 29
. inland transportation
insurance 1 If 30
. instalments 17S'(3)
. instrument in writing 131 ^ 12
. insurance 1 If 31, 131 If 13
. insurance, cash on plan .... 1 If 34
. insurance funds 1 If 32
. insurance money . . . . 1 If 33, '131 ^ 14
. insured 131 If 15, 192(e)
. insurer 1 If 35, 40(1), 100(3), 131 If 16
. judge 131 If 17
. life insurance 1 If 36
. live stock insurance 1 If 37
. lodge 1 If 38
. marine insurance 1 If 39
. Minister 1 1f40
. mother 131(18)
. motor vehicle liability policy 192(/)
. mutual benefit society 1 If 41
. mutual corporations 1 jf 42






. owner's policy 192(g)
. paid in 1 If 45
. paid up H 46
. parent 131 ^ 18
pension fund association ...11f47
. person 131 f 19
. plate glass insurance 1 If 48
. policy Iff 49, 192(A)
. premium 1 If 50, 1311f 20
. premium note 1 If 51
. property 1 If 52, 103 If 3
. property damage insurance . . 1 If 53
. public liability insurance . . . . 1 If 54
. rates of contribution 236
. rating bureau 308
. reciprocal or inter-insurance
exchange 1 If 21
. regulations 1 if 55
. sick and funeral benefits ... 1 ff 56
. sickness insurance 1 If 57
. society 236
. sprinkler leakage insurance . . 1 ff 58
. subscribers 274(b)
. Superintendent 1 T 59
. surplus, of 117(4)
. theft insurance 11f60
. upon proof 1^61





. continuation of 2
. defined 1515
. fees, taxes paid to . .86, Schedule A




. . expenses of 57(2)
. administration of 51-71
. application to share in
proceeds of 53
. continuing insurer, of 50
. contracts secured by 52
. claimants costs paid out of 64(1)
. discontinuing insurer, of 50
distribution of balance of ..70(3)
. distribution of proceeds of ..70(1)
. further deposit required, when 42
. head office in Ontario, when 47(1)
. head office outside Ontario,
when 48
. insufficient for claims, when 70(2)
. interest on 42^6)






. order for administration of 54
. priorities re proceeds of 60
. securities, of, with Minister . . . .41
. vested in. Superintendent
order for administration 56
Depositions
. required by Superintendent 4
Deputy Superintendent
. appointment of 3(3)
. duties of 3(3)
Directors
. assessments retained from
insurance money by 123
. premium notes assessed by ....119
. refund from surplus
declared by 117(5)
. reinsurance of risk by 124
Disability insurance
defined 1 H 16
. issue of 26
Discrimination
. forbidden 101
. rates of premiums, re,
prohibited 311
Dividends
. group life insurance from,
disposal of 172
. rate of, payable to claimants 69(3)
Division court
. action in, requisite for 127
Divorce
effect of, on beneficiaries 169
Docimients
. access to 14
. application, for, filed 30
. evidence of filing of 9(3)
. filed on petition re
reinsurance agreement 322
. privileged, when 82
. production of 4
Domiciliary
. foreign, payment to 94(4)
Dominion licences
. annual statement of 74(2)
Double indemnity insurance
. defined If 17
. issue of 26
Driver
. policy of 208
. . extended coverage of 212
. . insurer not liable under 210
. . liability under 211
INSURANCE—Cow. Sec.
Driver's policy
. contents of application for 194(3)
. defined 192(6)
. form of application for .... 194(4)
Due application
. defined 1 IT 18
Earthquakes
. insurance against damage by . . .27
Employee
. insurable interest in life of . . 152(^)
Employee societies
. application of Act to 241(2)
Employees mutual benefit societies
. exempt under Act 21'(4)(a)
Employer




. application of Act to 241(1)
. defined If 20
. society, by 264
Elndowments
. issue of 26
Entry
. fire insurance, re, statutory
conditions 108
Epidemic
. special assessment by
society for 259
Exchange
. action on, in contract 277(2)
. contracts by, for
subscribers only 285(1)
. contracts of insurance, of 275
. declaration by members of 278
. defined If 21
. execution of contract for . . .277(1)
. investment of surplus funds of 284
. licensing of 280
. . for re 279
. licence of, revoked 287(1)
. re-insurance in another 285(2)
. service upon 281
. statement re, filed by attorney 282
. unlicensed, insurance by 289
Execution
. cash-mutual insurer, against 130(1)
. mutual insurer against 130(1)
. unsatisfied, claimants rights,
where 93
Expenses
. administration of deposit, of 57(2)




application for licence, for .. .30(2)
application for licence, on ...11(3)
application of insured as ....89(4)
certificate of secretary of
insurer, as 120(3)
certificate of Superintendent as 9(2)
filing of documents, of 9(3)
order for administration of
deposit, for 54
record of, kept 64(2)
terms of contract as 89(1)
. exception 89(2)
Explosion
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
. insurance against damage by . . .Zl
Extra-provincial corporation
. licence for 28(7)
Father
. defined 13111 18
. preferred beneficiary, as .... 158(2)
Fees
. action for recovery of TiX)
. . leave for 7(3)
. adjuster's licence, for 297(1)
. broker's licence, for 291(4)
. copy of Superintendent's
decision, for 11(2)
. inspection of book, records for 8(2)





. enquiry re 13
Fire insurance
. application of Act to 104(1)
. application of, to live stock
insurance 229
. application of, to weather
insurance 233
. automobiles, on 105(2)
. broker for, special licence, re 293
. contract for, with unlicensed
insurer 79
. contract of, to be signed
'by resident agent 100(1)
. . exception 100(2)
. defined 1 1[ 23
. discrimination re premium
rates prohibited 311







. policy of, clause
limiting liability 109(2)
. policy of, particulars in 107
. premium note plan, under 114
. relief from forfeiture of 112
. renewal receipt for 106
. requisites re, for licensing
exchange 280(o)
. rights insurable by 105(1)
. scope of licence for 27
. . restrictions re 28(4, 5)
. statutory conditions re 108




. defined 11[22, 131ir9
. unauthorized insurance in . . .21(5)
Forfeiture
accident and sickness insurance
. relief from 226
automobile insurance re
. relief from 201
fire insurance, re, relief from ..112
real estate, of 77(4)
society re
. conditions restricted 249(1)
. member by 248(1)
Form
. application for driver's
policy, for 1W(5)
. copies of, filed with
Superintendent 30(1) (rf)
. fire insurance contracts, of,
statutory conditions re 108
. licences, of 33(1)
. policy issued by underwriters
agency, of 80(2, 3)
. policy, of, filed 83(1)
. premium note, of 115(2), Schedule B





. contract of insurance of . . 139(3)
. defined 11124, 131^10
. excepted under
Act, when ...... .136(7), 147(4)
. licences granted to 23(1) (d)
. meaning of heirs, etc.,
in contracts of 149(2)
. party to agreement re
reinsurance 320(3)
. power of, re real estate 77(3)
. retirement allowance for
officers of 321




. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
. premiums, re 295
Funds
. exchange, of, invested 284
. general, society, of 260
. reserve, exchange, of 283
. society, of 256
. surplus, society, of 260
Goods moved





. building of exempt, when . .126(5)
Grandchildren
preferred beneficiaries, as . . 158(2)
Group insurance
. application of 218(4)
. excepted under Act 143(6)
Group life insurance
. affected by age of insured .... 144
. certificates for 136(6)
. defined 131(11)
. disposal of profits, etc., from 172(2)
. excepted under
Act 132(5), 134(2), 147(4)
. law applicable to 133
. law governing 133
. policy for 136(2, 3, 5)
. rights of insured imder .... 161'(3)
Guarantee insurance
. application of Act to 241(1)
. contracts, re 99
. defined If 26
. excepted under Act, when . .92(2)
Hail




books, records inspected at . . 16(4)
change of place of 47(2)
defined 1 f 28
inspection of books at 16(4)
inspection of insurer at 16
Ontario, in
. cancellation of licence,
when 47(1) (^-<7)
. deposit when 47
outside Ontario






. . requirements for licence,
when 28(6)
. . service, when 17'(1)
Hearing
. petition re reinsurance
agreement 323, 324
Heirs
. meaning of 149
Housing projects
. investment of funds in 77(5)
Husband
. disentitled as beneficiary 170
. divorce of, eflFect 169
. insurable interest in life of 152(c)
. meaning of, in declaration
policy 166(2)
. preferred beneficiary, as .... 158(2)
Identified articles
. fire damage to, as first loss 101(4)
Imperfections
. contract not invalidated by . .91(2)
Incorporation
. Act of, filed with
Superintendent 30(l)(o)
statement of expenses of,
sent to Superintendent ...31(1)
. . payments on, limited 31(1)
Indemnity
. eflFect of violation of law as
claim for 84
particulars, re fire insurance
policy 107




. action on behalf of 94(2)
Inflammable substances
statutory conditions re 108
Information




. privileged, when 82
Ink








. cash payment of premiums by 117
. defined 175(3)
Instrument in writing
. defined 131 1[ 12
Insurable interest
. contract void without 153
. life of persons, on 151, 152
unnecessary, when 154
Insurance—See also Contracts of
insurance
classes of, regulations re 24(1)
contract of—see Contract
defined Iff 31, 131 IT 13
exchange of contracts of 275
expiration of, premium
note void after 122
. particulars re, in policy 92







. licensing of members of . .290(16)
Insurance fund
. defined 1 If 32
Insurance money
. action for recovery of,
time for 97(1)
apportionment of 94(3)
assessment retained out of ....123
cash payments retained out of 123
defined 1 If 33, 131 f 4
disposal of, among
preferred beneficiaries 165
free of claims of creditors,
when 164(1)
. held by insurer after
maturity of contract 176
. life insurance, re,
payment of 161 (2)
. paid into court, when 102
payable in instalments,
insured unable to commute 175(1)
. exceptions 175(2)
Insurance on cash plan
. defined 1 If 34
Insured
. application of, as evidence . . .89(4)
.^ contract of life insurance
*
' assigned to 160
. contract surrendered by 171
. copy of application furnished to 90
. declaration of, re





liability of re assessments . . 120(2)
life insurance, re
. misrepresentation 140, 141
. statements of,
incontestable 140(2)
money borrowed on contract by 171
particulars re
. group life insurance
policy, in 136(2)
. life insurance policy, in ..136(1)
. policy, in 92
persons as, in group
life insurance 137(2)
persons not deemed as agent for 150






access to books, etc., of 14
accident and sickness
insurance, for
. action for premium by . . . .219(2)
address of, filed with
Superintendent 1?(2)
amalgamation of 317(2)
annual inspection of 16(1)
. affairs of 16(2)
annual statements of,
corrected 18(3)




notice of action given to . . . .215
policy of. defences of . .214(6-9)
preservation of rights of . . . .206
reimbursement of 214(8)
third party in action, as 214(9)
cancellation of licence of
. failure to reinsure, for .... 126(3)
continuing, transfer of
deposit to name of 50
contract voidable at option
of. when 95(3)
copy of application for life
insurance furnished by 148
. supplied by 90
creditors of. secured by deposit 52
declaration re beneficiaries
filed with 161(4,5)







. defined 1 If 35,40(1), 100(3),
131 1[ 16
delivery of policy binding on ... .95
deposit of securities by—see
Approved securities; Deposit
deposit withdrawn by 44
discontinuing, transfer of
deposit to successor 50




. annual statement of 72(4)
. audit expenses paid by ...72(3)
. records kept by 72(1,2)
form of policy filed by 83(1)
forms for proof of loss
supplied by 96
funds invested by
. housing projects, in 77(5)
. leaseholds, in 77(6)
. real estate, in 77(5)
inquiry directed by
Superintendent 13
investments of, appraised . . . 18(6)
liability of, re insurance
for cash premiums 129(3)
licences granted to
. conditions precedent to . . . .31(3)
. head office outside
Ontario, when 28(6)
. requirements for 28(4)




. failure re, penalty 21(2)
. required by 21(1)
licensed, list of, published ... .9(1)
life insurance re
. annual statement of 74(6)
lives of children insured
by, duty of 156
misrepresentation as 81
misrepresentation by 141
money held by after
maturity of contract 176
notice of Superintendent's
decision sent to 11(1)
notices forwarded to 17(3)
operating under premium
note plan 114
owner's driver's, policy of
. coverage extended by 212






. automobile insurance for. . . 196(1)
. fire insurance policy, in 107
payment of commission by,
forbidden 98
payment of insurance
money by 161 (2)
penalties of 85
petition of. for authorization
of bonds 19
power of, re real estate ...77(1,2)
power of, to insure on
cash plan 129
premium notes accepted by 115(1)
premiums held in trust for .... 302
real estate of, appraised .... 18(4, 5)
records kept by
. premium income, of 72(1)
records of—see Records
reinsurance of risk with 124
reinsurance with unlicensed
insurer 22
returns by, to Superintendent 305
right of claimant against 93
right of, re premium 95(2)
statement of incorporation
expenses of, sent to
Superintendent 31(1)
. . payments on, limited 31(2)
. statement of re creditors,
outstanding contracts 59(1)
. statement of, verified 74
. subscriber not deemed, when 276
. surplus, profits applied to
contract of life insurance
by 172(3)
. unable to meet liability, where 102
. unlicensed, property insured by 79
Interests
. contracts, on 78
. insurance money held by
insurer, on 176
. overdue premiums, on 146(5)
. paid on deposited securities 42(6)
. premiums, on, where
insurance on children
excessive 156(2)







. allowed as assets ,... — . 18(2)
. appraisement of . .w ^ 18(6)






. leaseholds, in 77(6)
. real estate, in 77(6)
Joint stock insurzuice companies
. licences granted to 23(l)(fl)
. . restrictions on 28(1)
Judge
. apportionment of insurance
money by 94(3)
. defined 131 1[ 17
. execution order by, when . . 130(2)
Judgment
. unsatisfied, claimants rights
where 93
Judgment creditor
. motor vehicle liability, re
. . notice to 21S(t)
Jury
. question of materiality
decided by 89(6)
Lapse
. inducing, prohibited 304
Lapsed contract
. life insurance re,
reinstatement of 147
Law
. violation of, effect on indemnity 84
Lawful heirs
. meaning of 149
Leaseholds
. investment in 77(6)
Legal heirs
. meaning of 149
Liability
. contracts of guarantee
insurance, re 99
. fire insurance policy, re,
clause limiting 109(2)
. insured, of, re assessments 120(2)
. insured, of, re cash
payments 120(2)
. insurer, of, re insurance
for cash premiums 129(3)
. insurer unable to meet, where 102
. valuation of 16(5)
Licence register
. kept by Superintendent ...8(l)(o)
. . inspection of 8(2)
Licences
. agents, of 290
. application for, decision of
Superintendent, re 11
. associations, of 272
. attorney, of 286










burden of proof re 85(4)
cancellation of 10, 85(2, 3)
. failure to keep unimpaired
deposit for 36
. failure to make further
deposit for 42(4)
. failure to reinsure, for . . 126(3)




. notice of, published 37(4)
. order for administration
of deposit often 54(2)
. other provinces, by, effect 37(6)
. revival after 38




effect of granting of 23(2)
exchange of 279, 280
. suspension 287
expiry of 33 (2)
extra-provincial corporation,
for 28(7)
fire insurance for, scope of ....27
. restrictions re 28(4, 5)
forms of 33(1)
granting of
. conditions precedent to ....31(3)
. right to 32
insurance "brokers, for 291, 292
. special 293
issued to corporations 300
issued to partnerships 299
joint stock insurance
companies, for, restricted . 28(1)
life insurance, for, scope of ...26




member of society, for ... .290(18)
mutual benefit society, of 268,269
officers of society, for . . .290(17)
one or more classes of
insurance, for 24(2)
register of 8(1) (o)
. inspection of 8(2)




required by agent 21(1)
. failure re, penalty 21(3)
required by insurer 21(1)
. failure re, penalty 21(2, 3)
requirements for granting of . .28
right to, determined by
Superintendent 10, 32
societies, for
special insurance broker, of
. application for 293(2)
. expiration of 293(3)
.forfeiture of 293(12)
. issue of 293(1)
. renewal of 293(4)
. security for 293(5)
suspension of 10, 85(23)
. failure to keep unimpaired
deposit, for 36
transport ticket agents, for 290(20)
void for failure to pay claim ...35
Lien
. not created by premium note . . . 128
Lieutenant-Governor in Coundl
. "bonds authorized by 19
. conditional licence issued by 37(5)
. deposit transferred by 50
. deputy Superintendent
appointed by 3(1)
. licence cancelled by 10
. power of, to apply Act
to other provinces 49
. regulations made by 290(21)
. . classes of insurance, re . . .24(1)
. . fees, re 86(3)
. . taxes, re 86(3)
. return of securities directed by 45
. Superintendent appointed by 3(1)
. suspension of licence by 85(2)






Act inapplicable to, when . . .87(6)
children, on, restricted 156
contract of
. application of Act to 132
. valuation of 78
dealing in, prohibited when . .81
defined 1 II 36
inducing lapse on, prohibited ..304
reinsurance, re 320
scope of licence for 26
. restriction re 28(4,5)
INSURANCE—Con. Sec.
Life insiirance—Con.
. society by, limitation period ..258
. terms not in policy of, invalid 139
Lightning
. fire insurance, re, statutory
conditions 108
Liquidator
. statement of, re creditors,
outstanding contracts 59(1)
Live stock insurance
. application of Act to 227
. application of fire insurance to 229
. defined If 37
. excepted under Act, when ..110(5)
. premium note plan, under ....114
. premium of 230(23)
. property insured tmder 228
. term of contract of 230(1)
Lloyds
. application of Act to 40(4)
. licences granted to 23(1) (A)
. . restrictions on 28(2)
Lodges
. defined If38
. society, of 242(1)
Loss
. fire from, rateable
contribution to 110
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
. identified articles, as
first loss 110(4)
. insurance for cash
premiums, under 129(3)
. record of
. . automobile insurance, re .73(1)
. . fire insurance re 72(1)
Machinery
. insurance on, excepted,
where 110(5)
Marine insurance
. Act inapplicable to, when . . .87(c)
. application of Act to 40(3)
. defined 1 f 39
. excepted under Act, when . . . 110(5)
Master
. accounts passed before .69(2), 71
. distribution of balance of
deposit directed by 70(3)
. execution directed by, when 130(2)
. Superintendent discharged by ..71
Material change





. life insurance, re,
question of fact 142
. question of fact for court . . .89(6)
Medical examination
. disclosure of facts in 140
Meeting
. increase of society's rates,
for 253(4)
Millers
. buildings of, exempt, when 126(5)
Minister
. approved securities deposited
with 41
. annual report sent to 18
. appeal to, re suspension,
etc., of licence 306
. conditional licence issued by 37(5)
. conditions of licences
prescribed by 24(4)
. consent of, for change of
head office 47(2)
. defined 1 H 40
. Department presided over by ... .2
. licences cancelled by 10, 36
. licences granted by 23(1)
. licences obtained from 21(1)
. licences revived by 38
. policies prohibited by 83(2)
. report re society assets
sent to 253(1)
. report to by Superintendent . .3(2)
. substitution for securities
permitted by 43
. title to securities vested in . .42(5)
. violation of Act reported to ....39





. capacity of, re insurance 155
. contract surrendered for
maintenance of 173(3)
. policies on lives of 155
. third party policies on lives of 157
Misrepresentation
. contract for life
insurance, re 140, 141
. insurer, by 141
. policy of automobile
insurance, in 2(X)
. statutory conditions re 108
Mortgages






. forbidden to receive commission 98
. notice of due date of
assessment to 121 (3)
Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act
. application of 77(^2)
Mother
. defined 1311118
. preferred beneficiary, as .... 158(2)
Motor accident claims




. defences to 214(4-9)
. notice for action re 215
. policies other than 216, 217
. policy of 207
. . application of money under . .214
. . special cases, in 213
. defined 192(/)
Mutual benefit societies
. annual statement of 271
. application of Act to 270
. defined 1 1f41
. exempt under Act 2\{A){b,d)
. fraternal society not deemed . . .240
. licences granted to 23(l)(e)
. licensing of 268
. . requisites for 269
. power of, re real estate ....77(3)
Mutual corporation




. licences granted to 23(l)(fr)
. . restrictions on 28(2)
Mutual insurer
. execution against 130(1)
Mutual livestock insurance
corporations
. application of Act to 114
National Housing Act (Canada)
. application of 77(5)
Next of kin
. meaning of 149
Newspaper
. notice of order of





. action against re motor
vehicle liability, in 215




. application for licence, of 29
. beneficiary for value, by 159
. cancellation of licence, of . 37(4)
. disputed claims, of 34
. divorce of, required, when 169(3)
. due date of assessment, of 119(2)
. . contents of 121(2)
. . mode of giving 121 (1)
. . mortgagee, to 121(3)
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
. forfeiture of real estate, for . .77(4)
. forwarded to insurer 16(3)
. intention to appeal, of, served 65(1)
. order for administration
of deposit, for 54(3)
. return of deposit, for 45(2)
. withdrawal of deposit, of ....44(2)
Notice of disablement
. life insurance policy, in .... 136(5)
Oaths
. administration of 5
. examination of witnesses under . .4
Officer
. defined 11144
. shareholder of insurance
company, as, forbidden 6
Old age insurance
. society, by 263
Ontario
. contracts deemed to be made in 88
. contracts re persons resident in 88
Ontario Gazette
. advertisement for claims in 48(2)
. notice of application
published in 29
. notice of cancellation of
licence published in 37(4)
. notice of licences published in 9(1)
. notice of order of
administration published in... 58
. return of securities
published in 45(1)
. revocation of licence
published in 287(2)
. withdrawal of securities
published in 44(2)
Ontario Insurance Act, 1924
. application of 42(5)
Options
. life insurance policy in 136(3)
Order
. adjustment of premium
rates, re 313(1)
. . appeal from 313(2)
INSURANCE—Con. Sec.
Order—Con.
. administration of deposit, for . . .54
. . efifect of • 56
. allowing claim 63(3)
. disallowing claim 63^(3)
. maintenance of minors, re 173(3)
. master, of
. . accounts, re 69(3)
. . payment to claimants 69
Ordinary beneficiary
. adopted child, as 167
. deceased, disposal of share of 163
. persons who are 158(3)
Owner
. policy of 207
. . extended coverage of 212
. . insurer not liable under 210






. defined If 46
Parent
. defined 131 If 18
. insurable interest in life
of child of 152(a)
. ordinary beneficiaries, as 167
. relationship of, to adopted child 167
Partnerships
. licences issued to 299
Payees
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Payments
. cash, in—see Cash payments
. cash, premium notes
subject to 115(1)
. life insurance policy not
over $2,000 138
. life insurance premiums, of 146(3-5)
Penalties
. action for recovery of 7(2)
. . leave for 7(3)
. default re cash payments, for 120(1)
. excessive insurance on
children, for 156(4)
. failure to obtain adjuster's
licence, for 297(7)
. failure to obtain broker's
licence, for 291 (6)
. failure to reinsure, for 126(3)







. paid to Treasurer of Ontario 85(6)






. licences granted to 23(1) (i)
Pension fund society
. exempt under Act 21(4)) (a)
. fraternal society, not deemed 240
Period of grace
. life insurance premiums, for . . . 146
. stated in contract, where . .146(6)





. Ontario, in, signing of
contract re 1(X)(1)
. . exception 100(2)
Petition






. accident and sickness
insurance, of
. . contents of 220(1)
. . special cases 222
. . statutory conditions, in 221
. automobile insurance, of
. . mailed to insured 196(3)
. . misrepresentation in 200
. . payment of 202
. . use of red ink in 204
. contents of 92
. contract of life insurance, for 135
. deductions allowed from
value of 78(2-8)
. defined l\i 49. 192(h)
. delivery of, effect 95(1)
. drivers, of
. . agreements in 209
. . extended coverage of 212
. . liability under 211
. fire insurance, of
. . co-insurance clause in ....109(1)
. . contents of, re 107
. form of, determined by
Superintendent 24(3)
. forms of, filed with
Superintendent . . .30(l)(rf), 83(1)
. group life insurance, for 136(2, 3, 5)
. . particulars in 136(2)






. cash surrender value in . . 136(3)
. particulars in 136(1,3,4,5)
. payment where not
over $2,000 138
. terms not in, invalid 139
live stock insurance, of
. premium of 230(3)
. renewal of 230(2)
lives of children, on,
contents of 156(4)
meaning of husband, wife,
children, in 166
minors, capacity to deal with ..155
more than one, rateable
contribution where 110
motor vehicle liability, of ....207
. application of money under 214
. excepted under Act, when 93(2)
. policies other than 216,217
. special cases 213
owner of
. agreements in 209
. extended coverage of 212
. insurer not liable under,
where 210
. liability under 211
prohibited by Minister 83(2)
society of, unmatured 246(4)
terms of contract to be
set out in 89(1)
. exception 89(2)







. consent, of, for surrender
of contract 173(1)
. deceased, share taken by . . . 168(4)
. designated by name 166(3)
. disposal of money within
the class of 165
. interest of, not revocable . . 164(3)
. life income received by .... 164(2)
. persons who are 158(2)
. trust created in favour of . . 164(1)
Premium
. accident and sickness
insurance, for
. . action for 219(2)
. . unpaid 219(3)
. agent for receiving 294(1)






. broker as agent for 294(1)
. cash plan, re, amount of 129




. fraud re 295
. held in trust for insurer 302
. insurer's right re 95(2)
. life insurance, re
. . eflFect of default 145(2)
. . manner of payment .... 146(3-5)
. live stock insurance
policy, of 230(2,3)
. overdue, interest on 146(5)
. paid by cheque, etc 95(3)
. particulars, re
. . policies, in 92, 136(2, 3, 5)
. period of grace for payment of 146
. rates of
. . inquiry into 315
. recoverable where insurance
on children excessive .... 156(3)
. reinsurance in lieu of claims for 67
. tax on, where special
brokers' licences 293(9)
. unearned, liability as 74(5)
. weather insurance for 235
Premium income
. record of 72(1)
Premiimi note plan
. contract on application for ....118




. policies unnecessary under .... 125
. reinsurance of risk under 124
Premiimi notes
. accepted by insurer 115(1)
. agricultural property, re
. . written application for, needed 118
. assessment based on face
value of 119(3)
. assessment of 119
. defined If 51
. division court action upon 127
. form of 115(2)
. lien not created by 128
. rate re agricultural property ..116
. subject to assessment 115(1)
. subject to cash payments .115(1)
. void, when 115(3), 122
Premium rates
. agricultural property, re 116
. fixed by bureau 308-310
INSURANCE—Con. Sec.
Priorities
. claimants, of 60
Procedure
. appeal on 12(3)
Promissory note
. premium paid by 95(3)
Proof of loss












. contracts re 88
. special licence 293
particulars of, in application
for insurance 118
Property damage insurance
. defined 1 If S3
Provincial Registrar
. by-law of society filed with 243(1)
Public liability insurance









. access to books, etc., of 314
. defined 308
. examination of books, etc., of 314
. information re, filed with
Superintendent 309
Real estate
. appraisement of 18(4, 5)
. forfeiture of 77(4)
fraternal society's power re ..77(3)
. insurer's power re 77(1, 2)
. investment in 77(6)
. mutual benefit society's
power re 77(3)
. Ontario, in, signing of
contract re 100(1)






. licences granted to 23(1) (^)
. . restrictions on 28(2)
Kecords
. audit of, ordered 72(2)
. claims of 8(1) (c)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. evidence, documents of
claim, of 64(2)
. privileged, when 82
. produced for inspection 16(4)
. securities, of 8(1) (6)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. special brokers' licences, of 293(7)
. Superintendent's access to ..59(2)
. transmitted to registrar on
appeal 65(4)
Red ink
. use of Ill
. . accident and sickness
policy, in 225
. . automobile insurance
policy, in 204
Refund
. declared from surplus 117(5)
Registrar
. licence, of 8(1) (a)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. receipt of, for money
paid into court 102(2)
Regulations
. classes of insurance, re 24(1)
. defined 11[55
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 290(22)
. . . fees, re 86(3)
. . taxes re 86(3)
Reinsurance
agreement re, in writing 318
. approval of 319
claims, in lieu of 67
defined 316
documents re petition for, filed 322
life insurance, re 320
premium note plan, under 124
. agreement re 125
. compulsory where 126
recommendations by _
Superintendent 324





, Superintendent, of 69(3)
Renewal receipt
. contract, of, contents of ....89(3)
. fire insurance contract, for ... 106
Replacement
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Report
. annual, prepared by
Superintendent 19
. assets of society, re 253(1)
. authorization of bonds, for .... 19
. filed by Society, monthly . . . .252(1)
. insufficient assets, of 37(1)
. society, by
. . date of 255(3)
. . expense of readjustment . .255(4)
. . readjustment of 255(2)
. society's assets deficient
when 266(1)
. violation of Act, of 39
Reserve
. disputed claims, for 68
Resident
. Ontario, of, contract re 88
Retirement allowance
. officers of fraternal society, for 321
RetxuTis
. business, of, transacted
through agency 80(5)
. failure to make, penalty . . . .85(5)
. insurer, by, to Superintendent 305
Risks
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
. premium note plan, under,
reinsurance of 124
. single fire, re, meaning of . . 126(2)
Rules
. society, of 243
. . amended 244
. . deliverable on demand 245
Salvage
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Schedule
. claimants, of 66(3)
. Superintendent's access to ...59(2)
Schedule A
. fees, taxes 86
Schedule B




. brokers special licence for . 293(5)
release of 293(10)
Securities
. access to books, etc., of 14
. deposit of. re licence
for exchange 279(2)
record of 8(1)(6)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. valuation of
. . annual statement in 74(8)
Service
exchange, upon 281
. head office outside
Ontario, where 17(1)
Sick and funeral benefits
defined 11156
Sickness benefits
. basis of valuation of 78(6)
Sickness insurance
. defined 1 H 57
Society
—
See also Mutual benefit
societies
actuary appointed by 252(2)
actuary's declaration not
furnished by 256(1)
actuary's valuation of 256(3)
annual statement by 267
application of Act to 237
application of surplus funds of 260
benefits paid by instalments 246(1)
by-laws of 243
children insured by 257
decrease of benefits of 254
default by, re Minister's
request 255(1)
defined 236
endowment insurance by 264
expense fund of 256(5)
forfeiture by member of 248
. restricted conditions, re 249
fraternal society, not deemed 240
general fund of 260
head office of
. incorporated in Ontario . . . .251
increase of rates of 254
licensing of 238
. exceptions 239
. members, of 290(17)
. officers, of 290(17)
limitation of liability in 247(1)
lodges, branches of 242(1)
meeting of, to increase rates 253(4)
merger of funds of 256(4)





. new certificates issued to
members of 256(2)
. notice by, re reduced benefits 250(2)
. notice to members of 250(1)
. old age insurance by 263
. period of limitation re
life insurance 258
. rates of contribution of,
changed 262
. rates to be increased by 253(2)
. readjustment of report by .255(2)
. reinstatement of member in 248(3)
. report of, when assets
deficient 266(1)
. report re assets of 253(1)
. special assessment by,
for epidemics 259
. statements to members of . . .252(3)
. . exception 252(4)
. surrender of values by 265
. unmatured policies 246(4)
. withdrawal of member
from 247(2,3)
Sprinkler leakage




. creditors, re 59(1)
. erroneous, in application
for contract 89(5)
. expenses of incorporation of,
sent to Superintendent ....31(1)
. . payments on, limited 31(2)
. members of society, for 252(3)
. . exception 252(4)
. insured of, re life
insurance, incontestable . . 140(2)
. outstanding contracts, re ...59(1)
. privileged, when 82
Statutory conditions
. accident and sickness
insurance, of 221
. notice re 223
. variations 224
automobile insurance, of 197
. exempt from policy 198
. relief from forfeiture under . .201
declaration re beneficiaries
for value verified by 161(5)
fire insurance policy, re 108
stipulations not deemed a
variation of 113
Statutory declarations




. evidence taken down by 8(3)
Stipulations
. not deemed to vary
statutory conditions 113
Subrogation
. automobile insurance under . . . .204
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Subscribers
. contracts for, by exchange . . 385(1)
. . deemed not insurer 276
. defined 274{b)
. exchange of insurance by . .277(1)
Suicide
. contract voided by 147(3)
Summary Convictions Act
. application of 85(6)
Superintendent
. abstracts of books, etc.,
ordered by 16(5)
. access to books, etc., of 14
. . rating bureau 314
. action against 7(1)
. action brought by 7(2)
. action by, re reinsurance ..324-326
. adjusters licences issued by 297(1)
. annual report prepared by 18
. appeal from decision of 12
. appeal from order of 65
. application to, to share in deposit 53
. appointment of 3(1)
. automobile insurance policy
approved by 199
. books kept by 8(1)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. "books, records, etc.,
accessi'ble to 59(2)
. brokers' licences issued by . . . .291
. certificate of, as evidence ....9(2)
. claim disallowed by 63(3)
. classes of insurance
determined by 24(3)
. decision of, re granting licences 11
. defined 11159
. deposit vested in, on order
for administration 56
. discharged as administrator ....71
. discrimination re premium rates
investigated by 312
. documents for application
filed with 30
. duties of 2(2)
. evidence required by 4
. form of policy determined by 24(3)





. information furnished to 15
. inquiry directed by 13
. inquiry into premium rates by 315
. insurers inspected by, annually 16
. list of licensed insurers
published by 9(1)
. notice of application required by 29
. notice of disputed claims
given to 34
. notice of intention to appeal
served on 65(2)
. notice to claimants by 63(2)
. order for administration of
deposit made by 54
. order of re adjustment of
premium rates 313(1)
. . appeal from 313(2)
. powers of re licensing exchange 280
. powers of re society's by-laws 243
. powers of re society's funds . .256
. proceeds of deposit
distributed by 70(1)
. production of books, etc.,
directed by 16(4)
. records kept by 8(1)
. . inspection of 8(2)
. remuneration of 69(3)
. report for authorization of
bonds prepared by 19
. report of insufficient
assets, by 37(1)
. report re policies to Minister 83(2)
. report to, where society's
assets deficient 266(1)
. represented on advisory
board 290(10)
. reserve for disputed claims
set aside by 68
. right to licence determined by 10
. schedule of claimants
prepared by 66(1)
. service on, when head office
outside Ontario 17(1)
. shareholder of insurance
company, as, forbidden 6
. statement of accounts of 69
. statements re exchange
filed with 282
. statutory conditions prescribed by
. . automobile insurance, re ... 197
violation of Act reported by ...39
Surplus
. definition of 117(4)
. net, table of 117(5)
. particulars re, in life
insurance policy 136(4)




. life insurance contracts from . . 172
Table
. reinsurance, single fire, for .... 126
. surplus, of 117(5)
Tax
. annual, tax on 288
. paid to Department 83, Schedule A
. premiums, on, where special
brokers' licences 293(9)
Termination of insurance
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Terms
. contract, of, set out in policy 89(1)




. contracts of 99
Tornadoes
. insurance against damage by . . .21
Trade unions
. exempt under Act 21 (4) (c)
. fraternal society, not deemed . .240
Transport ticket agents
. licensing of 290(20)
Treasurer of Ontario
. annual tax paid to 288
. penalties paid to 85(6)
Trust
. created in favour of
preferred beneficiaries 164
Underwriters agency
. annual return of business
transacted through 80(5)




. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Values
. surrendered by society 265
Vehicles
. insurance against damage by . . .21
Vendors and Purchasers Act
. application of 99(2)
Vouchers
. abstracts of, prepared 16(5)
. Superintendent's access to ..59(2)
Warranty
. contract, in, set out in policy .89
INSURANCE—Con. Sec
Warranty—Con.
. financial standing of,
forbidden, when 76
Waiver of condition
. fire insurance, re,
statutory conditions 108
Weather insurance
. additional conditions 2ZZ{2.')
. application of Act to 231
. application of fire insurance to 233
. alterations to buildings
without consent 233 (2) (ii)
. defined 1 1[ 62
. payment of premium of 235
. premium note plan, under ....114
. property insurable under 232
. term of 234
. termination of 233 (2) (i)
Wife
. disentitled as beneficiary 170
. divorce of, effect 169
. insurable interest in life of 152(6)
. meaning of, in declaration
of policy 166(1)
preferred beneficiary, as .... 158(2)
Will




. order for administration
of deposit on 54(2) (&), 55
Witnesses
. examination of 4
Workmen's compensation insurance
. defined 1 ff 63
INSURANCE AGENTS








See Judicature Act; Mortgages
Act; Public Works Act;
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. exceptions to 1,2
. immunity to, of His Majesty ..11
. implied provisions 28
. preamble, purpose and effect of . .8
. private, notice of 7
. public, judicial notice of 7
. remedial, deemed 10
. scope of 1, 2, 3
Administration of oaths




. effect of 15
. power of, reserved to Legislature 13




. court or judge, to, procedure . .30
Appointment
. authorization of, giving power
to appoint deputy 28(n)
. Lieutenant-Governor, by,
effect of 21





. peace officer, as 31(-srrf)
By-laws
. amendment and revocation . .28(p)
. expressions used in, meaning of . .6
. issue of, when operation
of Act postponed 5
Christmas Day
. holiday 31 (Ar)
Commencement of Act





. interpretation, of 2, 32, 33
Consolidation
. effect of 15
. presumptions from fact of 19
INTERPRETATION—Con. Sec.
Constable










. application to, procedure 30
. rules of—see Rules of court
Court of Appeal
. appeal to, procedure on 29
. defined 31(e)
Criminal Code, 1892 (Canada)




. alternative to oath 31 (^m)
. Legislature, none by on
amendment repeal, etc 16-19
. swearing, in place of 31(6)
^«p"*y
Of,/ N
. appointment of, permitted . .28(n)
. powers of 28(/)
Deputy sheriff
. peace officer 31(arrf)
Dominion Day
. holiday 31(^)
Duly qualified medical practitioner



















. prescribing of, when
operation of Act postponed ...5
Gender









. Act, not part of 9
Her Majesty
. defined 31 (;")
Hereafter









. immunity from Acts, extent of 11
Holiday
. defined 31^)
. time computation affected by 28(h)
Immunity
. His Majesty, of, to Acts 11
Implied powers
- application of 2B(b)
Implied provisions
. application of 28
Imprisonment
. degree 25
. place of 24
Inaccuracies
. forms not vitiated by 2S(d)
Incompetent
. mental—see Mental incompetent
Jail
. employee of, as peace officer 3l(sd)
Joint duties
. implied provisions re 28(c)
Judge
. application to, procedure 30
Judicature Act
. application of 3l(sh),32
Judicial decision
. adoption of, not to be presumed 19
Judicial notice
. public Acts, re 7
Jurisdiction
. implied provisions as to ....28(a)
Justice of i>eace
. defined 31(/)












. defined 31 (m)
Legislature
. judicial decision, adoption
of not presumed 19
. power reserved to amend, etc. 13
Letters patent
. expressions used in, meaning of 6
. issue of, when operation of
Act postponed £
Lieutenant-Governor
. appointment by 21
. defined 31 (n^
. powers 23, 31(ifc)







. defined 31 (q)
Marginal notes
. Act, not part of 9
Matters





. peace officer 31(zd)
Medical Act
. registration under 31 (m)
Medical practitioner






























. defined 31 (2&)
Notes
. marginal, not part of Act 9
Notice
. given, when operation of
Act postponed 5
. judicial, of public Act 7
. originating 30












. . liberal construction 10
. . preamble 8
Offence
. under two Acts 26
Office
. tenure of 21
Operation of Act
. postponed, powers when 5
Order
. expressions used in, meaning of . .6
. issue when operation of
Act postponed 5
Order in Coimcil
. expressions used in, meaning of . . 6
INTERPRETATION—Con. Sec.
Order in Council—Con.
. issue when operation of
Act postponed 5
Originating notice











. incidence of office 2B(e,f)
Preamble
. purpose and effect of 8
Presumptions
. none allowed 16-19
Private Act
. immunity of His Majesty 11
. operation of, restricted 12
. notice of 7
Procedure
. appeal, on 29
. application, to judge or court, on 30
Proclamation
. defined 31(^/)
. Lieutenant-Governor, by 20
Provisions
. implied 28
. substituted, effect of 14(2), 15
Public Act
. every Act deemed to be 7




. effect of IS
. presumptions from fact of 19
Reeve
. peace officer 3l{zd)
Reference
. former Acts, to 9
. sections, to, by numbers . . . .28(m)
Reformatory—i'ee Jail
Registrar
. defined 31 (xg)
Regulations
. expressions used in, meaning of . .6











. power of, included in power
of appointment 28(i)
Repeal
. effect of 14
. power of. reserved to Legislature 13
. presumptions from fact of . . .16, 17
Revision
. effect of 15







. court of—see Rules of court
. expressions used in, meaning of . .6







. time, as to 4
Rules of court
. defined 31 (21)
. procedure prescribed by ....29,30
Scheme
. expressions used in, meaning of . . 6
. issue, when operation of
Act postponed 5
Scope
. Act, of 1-3
Sections






. peace officer 31 {zd)
Sheriff's officer
. peace officer ZKjsd)
Substituted provisions
. effect of 14(2)
Successors











. defined 31 {sm)
Tense







. computation of 28(/i)
. rules of construction 4
Upper Canada




. peace officer Zl{zd)
Warrant
. expressions used in, meaning of . . 6
. issue, when operation of
Act postponed 5
Writing






See Administration of Justice
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Adjoining province
. drainage agreements made with . . 1
. drainage costs borne by 2
Agreements




. borne by adjoining province 1,
2
. borne by municipalities 3







. agreements authorized by 1
Minister of Public Works
. agreements made by 1
. drainage work ordered by 2
. payment of, ordered by 3
Municipal Drainage Act
. application of 2,
3
Municipality
. drainage provided by 2
. . cost of, borne by 3
INTESTACY
See Crown Administration of




* See Highway Traffic Act; Li-
quor Control Act; Liquor
{ Licence Act; Marriage Act;
(Pawnbrokers Act
INVENTORIES
See Business Records Protection
Act
INVESTIGATION
See Department of Labour Act;
Fire Marshals Act; Inquiries;
Investigation of Titles Act;
Public Inquiries Act; Securi-
ties Act; Succession Duty Act
INVESTIGATION
OF TITLES
Investigation of Titles Act,
Vol. 2, p. 713.
See also Devolution of Estates
Act; Registry Act
Abstract index
. claim ruled oflf 2(8)
Affidavit
. claim verified by 2(5)
Application
Act, of 2(12), 3
Claim
. defined 1(a)
. dower, re 2(3,4)
. expiry of 2(1)
. instrument ruled off
abstract, when 2(8)
. notice of—see Notice of claim






. particulars re, in notice .
Crown






Devolution of Estates Act
. application of 1 (6
Dower
. registration of 2(3
. . alienation, after 2(4
Fees
. registration of notice of
claim, for 2(11
Instrument
. claim contained in 2(1
. defined 1(6
. ruled off abstract 2(8
Land
. defined l(c
. description of, in notice 2(5
. held by Crown, re
. owner's claim to 2(2
. registered under land titles, re .
Land titles office
. land registered in, re 2(12
Notice of claim
. particulars contained in 2(5
. registration of 2(2, 5, 6, 7
. . expired claim not
validated by 2(10
. . fee for 2(11
. . time for 2(9
Owner
. claim by 2(2
. defined l(d
Registration
. claim, of 2(1
. . failure re, effect 2(2
. dower, of 2(3,
4
. notice of claim, of 2(1,5,6,7
. . expired claim not
validated by 2(10
. . fee for 2(11
. . time for 2(9
Registry Act
. application of 2(8
Time
. notice of claim effective ..2(6,7








. root of title, for 2(1)
Title
. time for good root of 2(1)
Wife
. dower of 2{,3, 4)
INVESTIGATORS
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See also Insurance Act; Loan
and Trust Corporations Act;
Securities Act
Act
. penalties for contravention of 23(3)
Address for service
stated by applicant for registration 7
Advertising
. review of 18
Appeal
. decision of Superintendent,
from 15(1)
. time allowed for 15(2)
Application
. further, where circumstances
have changed 14
. registration, for 6
. renewal of registration, for 8
Assets
. deposit of, requirements re . 4(c)
. insufficient 13(2)
- qualified, defined \{d)
shown in quarterly returns 16(1)
valuation of, by issuer 20
Attorney-General
consent for recovery of penalties 24
Auditor
approval of by Superintendent 16(4)
Balance sheet
. extension of time re filing of . . .21
. filing of, with Superintendent 16(2)
. value of securities noted on 16(3)
Bonds




Cemadian and British Insurance
Companies Act
. assets of companies under l(rf)(iii)
. valuation of securities under ... .20
Cancellation
. registration, of 13
Cash
. valuation re, by issuer 20(a)
Companies Act






registration of as issuer 4
Court of Appeal
. appeal to
. . decision of Superintendent,
re 15(1)
time for 15(2)
. Superintendent to certify






. qualified assets l(rf)
. registered 1 (/)
. regulations 1 {g)
. salesman 1 (Jk)
. Superintendent 1 («')
Dominion Housing Act (Canada)
. mortgages under as
qualified assets l(rf)(ii)
Exemptions
. investment contracts subject to 22
Fees
. prescribed by regulations . . . .25(a)
Ffled
. defined 1 (a)
First mortgages
. valuation of, for returns
to Superintendent 20(6)
Forms
. application for registration 6
. filing of investment contract ... .2
. prescribed by regulations . . . .25(6)
. renewal of registration, re 8
Inspection
. books, etc., of issuers






. investment contract not
contract under 1(b)
. issuer not to include
insurer under 1(c)
Investment contracts
. copy filed with Superintendent 2(1)
, deemed not security 26(a)
. defined 1(&)
. form not acceptable
by Superintendent 2(2)
. issue by registered issuer only 3(1)
. persons who may oflfer for sale 3(2)
. sales exempted from Act 22
Investments
. rules re, for funds of issuer 11
Issuer
. deemed not investment
company 26(b)
. defined 1(c)
. inspection of books, etc., of 17(1,2)
. liability on investment contracts 10
. limitation re investment
of funds by 11
. notice of changes from 19(1)
. power to acquire real
property 12(1, 2)
. quarterly return by,
to Superintendent 16(1)
. registered, investment
contracts issued by 3(1)
. registration or renewal of ....8,9
. valuation of assets by 20
Lieutenant-Governor in Coxincil
. regulations made by 25
Loan and Trust Corporations Act
. issuer not corporation under 1(c)
Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act
. issuer to comply with 12(1)
National Housing Acts (Canada)
. mortgage under, as
qualified assets 1(d) (ii)
Penalties
. contravention of Act 23(1-3)














. application for 6
. further application re 14
. granting of by Superintendent ...9
. renewal of 8,
9
. . extension of time for 21
. requirements re, for salesmen 5(1)
. suspension 13(1, 2)
. . salesmen, re 5(2)
Regulations
. defined 1 (g)
. Lieutenant-Crovernor in Council,
by 25
RetiuTis




. inspection of books, etc., of 17
. notice to Superintendent
by, re changes 19(2)
. registration or renewal of ...8,9
. . requirements for 5(1)
. . suspension from 5(2)
Securities
. value noted on balance sheet 16(3)
Securities Act
. application of 26
Service
. address for 7
. change of address 19(1) (o)
Stocks
. valuation of, for returns
to Superintendent 20(^)
Superintendent
. appeal from decision of 15(1)
. application to, for registration . .6
. appraisal by, re valuation
of assets 20
. auditor approved by 16(4)
. balance sheet filed with 16(2)
. certificate of decision
re appeal 12(4)
. defined 1(«)
. extension of time by 21
. filing of contracts with 2
. inspection of books, etc., by 17(1)
. issuer to notify, re
certain changes 19(1)
. quarterly return to 16(1)
. registration or renewal of







. reserves of issuer determined by 10
. sales to notify, re certain
changes 19(2)
. submission of advertising for
approval may be required by 18
. suspension or cancellation
of registration by 13
Supreme Court
. procedure on appeal, as
from judgment of 15(3)
Time
. extension granted by
'Superintendent 21
Valuation
. assets, of 20
INVESTMENTS
See Investment Contracts Act;




See Territorial Division Act
ISOLATION HOSPITALS
See Public Health Act
JAILERS
See Jails Act; Judicature Act;
Municipal Act
JAILS
Jails Act, Vol. 2, p. 727.
See also Administration of Jus-
tice Expenses Act; Andrew
Mercer Reformatory Act;
Coroners Act; Department of
Reform Institutions Act; Ex-
tramural Employment of Per-
sons under Sentence Act; Fe-
male Refuges Act; Haliburton
Act; Industrial Farms Act;
Interpretation Act; Judicature
Act; Liquor Control Act;
Municipal Act; Parole Act;




. transfer of prisoners, for U
. . term of 16(1)





. prosecutions by, re repairs ..9(4)
Bailiffs
. appointment of 20(1)
. expenses of removal of
prisoners by 24(1)
. powers of 22
. temporary 20(2)
. warrant and receipt by 23
. warrant for removal by 21
By-laws
. repairs, for, by council 9(4)
Certificate
. inspector, by, re vacancies
of jailers 10(1)
Common jails
. committal in 3(2)
. detention in, pending
removal to reformatories 19
. transfers from lock-up to 4
Conditions
. construction of jails, re 8
. transfer of prisoners to
adjoining counties, re 13(1)
Construction
. approved by inspector 7
. conditions re materials
used in S(d,e)
Coimdls
. applications by, re termination
of agreements 16(2)
. by-laws for repairs by 9(4)
copy of report re unfit jails to 9(1)
. duty of, re lock-ups 15
. inspector's certificate re
vacancies to 10(1)
powers of, re vacancies 10(2)





. Minister 1 (J)
Discipline
. prisoners employed
outside jails, of 26
Disputes
federal offence prisoners, re 18(4)
Emplojonent of prisoners
. conditions re 8(ife)
. division of earnings from 29(1)
. . between counties and cities .30
. . Lieutenant-Governor in
Council to direct 29(2)
